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AUSTRALIA

Few Celebratory Drinks For Treasury Wine
Treasury Wine faces a number of hurdles in FY21 as luxury wine sales remain constricted and a global
oversupply of wine persists.
-Re-basing of earnings forecasts likely, focus turns to beyond FY21
-Global oversupply making it hard to raise prices
-Can earnings in the Americas completely recover?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Challenges abound for Treasury Wine Estates ((TWE)) as the global economic downturn and pandemic limit
luxury wine sales, reducing margins as a result. No guidance has been provided for FY21 and oversupply of
wine generally is expected to persist.
The company has acknowledged the loss during lockdowns of on-premise/cellar door sales, which are
higher-priced and lower cost, was underestimated. Meanwhile, broker views have converged, with those
previously optimistic becoming more cautious. Morgan Stanley, however, is the contrarian and upgrades to
Overweight from Equal-weight.
Now the update has clarified the risks and issues Macquarie believes the worst is out of the way and upgrades
to Neutral while Ord Minnett downgrades to Lighten, believing there is risk to the pace of recovery in the
high-margin ex-retail channels.
Morgan Stanley suspects the focus is now on the environment beyond FY21 and there is likely to be some
re-basing of earnings, which may be disappointing in the context of the recent outperformance in the stock.
Still, the broker believes the risk/reward remains skewed to the upside.

Treasury Wine has guided to $530-540m in earnings (EBITS) for FY20, amid lockdowns and continuing travel
restrictions across the company's markets as well as commercial oversupply in the Americas.
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Citi interprets this to mean second half earnings were down -50% and expects a recovery should start in the
second half of FY21. To be more optimistic Citi would require a recovery in Chinese demand and sales in
premises such as restaurants, bars and cellar doors.
UBS downgrades to Neutral believing there is too much uncertainty. Accelerating market share loss and the
uncertainty around industry oversupply are key factors. Citi agrees a continued oversupply globally will make it
hard to raise prices and deal with higher grape costs.
The broker suspects the lower luxury wine intake could reduce earnings by -$100-120m over FY23-25 and it will
take time for the company to fix the US business while brand investment may need to increase.
Citi believes investors should reassess the long-term sales base, which may fall, in contrast to long-term
margins, which should rise. Hence, earnings could recover to the FY19 peak, but take time.
Further afield, UBS now forecasts FY25 earnings margins of 18%. The broker continues to assess Treasury Wine
has a large opportunity in Asia and there is turnaround potential in the US. Still, there are questions over the
speed of recovery in China and risks around Australia/China trade.
Australia
The company has announced a -30% drop in its 2020 vintage in Australia, affected by the severe summer
drought and bushfires. Morgan Stanley was somewhat surprised by the implied decline in second-half earnings
in Australasia, and suspects this is also a result of a shift in mix towards lower-margin wine.
On the positive side surplus 2018 vintage could be allocated to the years affected by the short 2020 vintage,
which could protect Australian output pricing in FY21 and FY22, Credit Suisse suggests. Yet Ord Minnett asserts
the prospect of matching unmet demand from the large 2018 vintage is "unproven".
China
The one highlight, Morgans observes from the update, was improvement in China, which returned to modest
growth of 1% over April and May. Macquarie agrees some confidence around consumption levels is returning to
China.
Still, the return of celebrating occasions with a glass of premium wine is unclear and it is the lower-value
e-commerce channel that is growing. Moreover, it is difficult to predict how the pandemic will affect the
consumption period of China's mid-Autumn Festival and Chinese New Year 2021.
Inventory has been depleted and this may be encouraging, yet Credit Suisse points out there would have been
excess stock after Chinese New Year 2020 so it is unclear if depletion momentum reflects demand at full prices.
Penfolds
Credit Suisse suspects Treasury Wine is backing away from its de-merger plans for Penfolds somewhat. The
company continues to validate the proposal yet remains intent on ensuring Penfolds and other brands are
maximised. UBS agrees this does not appear to be a key priority, with the US restructure and navigating the
pandemic the focus. The broker, nevertheless, envisages merit to a Penfolds de-merger.
Meanwhile, Macquarie assesses the business outside of Penfolds has diminished value and diversified liquor
companies generally trade at a premium to pure wine, while Citi considers upside risk lies with the
de-merger of Penfolds, resulting in M&A interest in the brand.
Americas
UBS questions whether earnings in the Americas can fully recover, noting second half earnings fell -60% in US
dollar terms. The broker believes 25% earnings margins are looking unlikely without a significant downsizing or
exit from commercial wines.
Yet, Morgan Stanley envisages incremental upside from the restructure of the Americas and, at the group
level, anticipates a return to FY19 earnings levels in FY22. The broker asserts the de-rating in the stock was
triggered by headwinds in the US business and there remains a pathway to restore earnings and achieve margin
targets.
The company has reiterated its strategic priorities and announced more than $35m in annualised cost savings in
FY21 following the restructuring in the US. The cost savings are pleasing yet Ord Minnett envisages a return to
earnings in line with the first half of FY20 remains much further down the track.
The update signals a reliance on high-margin, lower-volume channels globally, particularly in the Americas, the
broker adds. These regions are more exposed to the pandemic restrictions and the pace of recovery is likely to
be slow, which creates further risk for the first half of FY21.
4

be slow, which creates further risk for the first half of FY21.
Treasury Wine has reiterated its dividend policy and Morgans expects a modest final dividend. FNArena's
database has one Buy (Morgan Stanley), six Hold ratings and one Sell (Ord Minnett). The consensus target is
$11.39, suggesting 8.2% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Breville's Growth Potential Attracts Brokers
Breville has benefited from the current home-focused environment while retaining global expansion potential.
Morgans initiates coverage of the stock.
-Main downside risk stems from the impending economic downturn
-Yet consumers with job security may still allocate expenditure to home
-Well-placed to take advantage of opportunities caused by disruption
By Eva Brocklehurst
Is there a significant prize on offer for investors in Breville Group ((BRG)), which designs, develops and
distributes small consumer appliances? Morgans believes so, initiating coverage of the stock with an Add rating
and $27 target.
Macquarie, too, considers Breville an attractive portfolio holding for the long-term because of the growth
potential. While trading patterns over the next 6-12 months are hard to forecast, the broker assumes any
macro-economic headwinds will be countered by continuing expansion.
Revenue growth increased to 18% in FY19 and Morgans forecasts 24% for FY20. The company's brands cover
three key segments such as cooking, beverages and food preparation and are sold in 70 countries, and this is
just the beginning the broker asserts.

Europe remains the most attractive target in the short term but there are longer-term opportunities in the
Middle East, Latin America and Asia. Morgans assesses expansion across European geographies could add around
$300m in incremental revenue.
COVID-19
The main downside risk over the short term is potential for the pandemic to affect sales, given the exposure to
retailers and consumers, although to date there has not been a material slowdown.
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retailers and consumers, although to date there has not been a material slowdown.
Revenue grew 32% over the first four months of the second half of FY20 and Morgans suspects Breville
benefited from the stay-at-home environment, which boosted demand for coffee, food preparation and
cooking products.
However, this was offset by the closure of retailers during lockdowns. Moreover, UBS flags the potential for
purchases being pulled forward during a working-from-home environment.
Breville has pointed out sales to May were strong in Australia and the UK, while the US and Europe lagged,
given significant retailer restrictions in these jurisdictions and a temporary shut-down of Amazon Prime.
Ord Minnett had little doubt Breville was in a better position to withstand the virus compared with many of its
competitors because of higher-than-normal inventory levels as the business ascertained some risk surrounding
Brexit earlier in the year.
The main issue now, Morgans believes, is the performance over the first half of FY21 and how a recession will
impact demand. Hence a moderation of revenue growth in FY21 is expected before a rebound to 14% in FY22.
Higher unemployment, as wage subsidies conclude, could put downward pressure on consumer confidence,
Macquarie suggests, although government stimulus is expected to be still aimed at supporting demand.
Given the inability to travel internationally and residual concerns around public gatherings, consumers with job
security may allocate expenditure towards home categories nonetheless.
Balance Sheet Flexibility
A $104m equity raising and refinance of debt in May means Breville should be well placed to overcome the
short-term risks. The company has significant seasonality embedded in its working capital, peaking
in November each year and April/May being the low point.
Ord Minnett points out management did signal a charge of $4.5m was taken in May related to a customer that
went into voluntary administration but, excluding this, at the end of April around 91% of receivables remaining
were either insured or related to two large multinationals with low credit risk.
Macquarie calculates total debt facilities are now $385m and there is $497m in total liquidity. The increased
debt facility means there is headroom for opportunistic acquisitions post completion of the investment in IT.
Morgans forecasts 15% three-year compound growth in revenue with the bulk coming from Europe and North
America, with Australasia being more modest. Revenue and earnings growth has been resilient over the past
five years amid continued product development and market expansion.
The company's two prime segments include premium products designed and developed by Breville that are sold
globally, either directly or through third parties, and distribution of products designed and developed by third
parties, usually under licence.
While considering the shares are somewhat fully priced, Ord Minnett remains impressed by the revenue growth
and expects the current trajectory to continue as the company capitalises on opportunities that are driven by
market disruption.
FNArena's database has three Buy ratings and two Hold for Breville. The consensus target is $21.85, suggesting
-6.0% downside to the last share price. Targets range from $19.50 (Ord Minnett) to $27.00 (Morgans).
See also, Will Breville's Sales Feast Last? on May 19, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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APRA Delivers Some Welcome Relief To Banks
An extension of repayment deferrals by APRA is considered timely, providing some relief to the banking system
as government stimulus winds down from September.
-Higher proportion of SMEs have taken up deferrals versus retail customers
-Little disclosure on the degree of stress being experienced
-More opportunity for banks to restructure loans
By Eva Brocklehurst
While Australia's management of the coronavirus pandemic has been comparatively well received in a global
setting, enabling the economy to re-open somewhat, the recent outbreak in Melbourne is a significant setback.
Given Melbourne is Australia's second largest city, with around 20% of the population, and contributed 40% of
GDP growth in 2019, the impact on the economy is likely to be substantial, UBS asserts.
So, what is likely to be the effect on the banking system? The latest announcement by APRA is considered
timely, therefore, providing some relief to the system as the commonwealth government stimulus and
JobKeeper payments end in September.

APRA has granted an extension of the repayment deferrals for bank customers, allowing deferrals to cover a
maximum period of 10 months from the start of the deferral or, under special circumstances, until March 31,
2021.
Qualification for deferral extensions has been tightened, as up to half of the current loan deferral borrowers
have been able to make repayments and the phase 2 extension will be limited to borrowers with a "genuine
need".
Citi suggests the announcement is a significant concession that should help manage the economic impact of
the Melbourne lockdown, the winding down of fiscal stimulus and superannuation withdrawals. It should also
8

the Melbourne lockdown, the winding down of fiscal stimulus and superannuation withdrawals. It should also
help ongoing disruption for key sectors such as tourism & hospitality.
Banks have been advised to encourage customers to go back to making full repayments if they can, and to do
so before the end of September/October. For those with ongoing financial difficulties, banks will seek to
facilitate a return to payments through restructure or variation of the loans.
If such arrangements are not in place at the end of six months, customers will be eligible for an extension for
up to four months. JPMorgan is not surprised by this development, given the lingering impacts from the
pandemic and the need to avoid a "financial cliff" around the end of September.
APRA has indicated a much higher proportion of small-medium enterprises (SMEs) have taken up deferrals,
compared with retail customers. There was also an additional $36bn of loans approved for deferral in May,
although the pace of additional deferrals has slowed dramatically since April's $100bn.
Around 20% of borrowers on deferrals are still making full or partial repayments. Still, Morgan Stanley
points out the number of borrowers making some form of repayment is falling and loan deferrals will continue
to grow.
By value, all banks have roughly similar portions of their home loan books in which repayment holidays were
approved. And, not surprising, SME customers are the most affected.
JP Morgan estimates National Australia Bank ((NAB)) has a higher proportion of deferred housing and SME
loans, all of which account for around 10.5% of total Australian loans. There has been little disclosure on the
degree of stress being experienced by borrowers and limited information on customer circumstances that have
resulted in deferred repayments.
While the disclosures are a step in the right direction there is not enough information on the number of
borrowers who are unemployed, furloughed or receiving JobKeeper, the broker highlights.
Capital Treatment
APRA has also announced regulatory relief around capital treatment of loans will be extended and the loans
that are restructured prior to March 31, 2021 will be treated as performing for capital & reporting purposes.
While the consensus expectation is for flat credit impairments in FY20, UBS suspects there will be another
acceleration in FY21, as the level of policy stimulus is reduced and banks are forced to treat many of the
exposures as impaired. However, there is likely to be a sharp reduction in credit impairment charges in the
second half of FY20 for the banks.
If the outbreak spreads beyond Victoria, particularly into NSW, and requires more of the country to go
into lockdown, UBS then assesses FY21 earnings and dividend recovery will be at risk.
Citi considers APRA's announcement a favourable outcome for the sector. It is particularly beneficial for
smaller lenders and helps support the view that milder loan losses should drive higher-than-expected dividends
out to FY22.
Macquarie believes APRA's action reinforces the severity of the current situation. With around $260m in loans
being deferred, and with additional restrictions in Victoria, the number of businesses in difficulty is likely to
rise and could lead to an material increase in provisioning by the banks as well as real weighted asset inflation.
Hence, Macquarie continues to envisage a risk to bank dividends for FY20.
That said, the deferrals provide banks with more time to deal with the issues confronting them, including the
opportunity to restructure loans. Moreover, more customers are likely to be able to return to more normal
employment by March 2021 and this provides scope to avoid delinquencies.
It allows banks to resolve issues without putting customers in default. Still, Macquarie suspects getting
customers back to regular repayment schedules may be challenging. The most significant impact on bank
earnings is likely to come from defaults, in the broker's view, although this is captured in its current
impairment charge forecasts at $7-8bn across the major banks in FY20-21.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Positive Trajectory Continues For Altium
Soft activity and higher-for-longer levels of discounting are expected to beset Altium in the first quarter of
FY21 but the longer-term growth trajectory remains sound.
-Long-term growth trajectory expected to offset short-term risks
-Sound balance sheet suggests cash is not a concern
-Company in better position now compared with GFC
By Eva Brocklehurst
While electronic software designer Altium ((ALU)) had a stronger end to FY20 than many had feared, several
brokers are querying whether this is the end of the spate of downgrades. The company has recently
acknowledged softer activity will affect its targets and, while "special pricing" ends in July, deferred payment
incentives will still be offered throughout the first quarter of FY21.
Morgan Stanley points out this is the second time in almost as many weeks in which Altium has not referred to
operating earnings (EBITDA) in its update and suspects that consensus EBITDA margin forecasts of around 37%
may turn out to be optimistic.
Altium has flagged FY20 unaudited revenue of US$189m, consistent with its signalling at the June 22 update.
Record subscriptions were reached in FY20, up 17%, which indicates to Morgan Stanley attractive pricing is
supporting volumes and top-line growth.

There were over 3000 Altium Designer upgrades, a 47% increase. Promotions were a factor in stronger seat
sales towards the end of the financial year, Citi points out, and this is positive for the medium to longer term.
Moreover, the strong licence sales and growth in subscriber numbers signal there is underlying demand for
Altium Designer even in the current tough conditions. Still, the pandemic has prevented Altium from achieving
its aspirations for US$200m in revenue.
10

More detail will be provided regarding the long-term impact of the pandemic on the company's strategy along
with recurring revenue and pricing at the results on August 17. UBS believes this is a sign that more focus will
be given to term and usage-based licences going forward, which could have short-term negative impacts
but in the long term augur well for the quality of revenue.
More than US$90m on the balance sheet means cash is not a concern and UBS continues to believe the
risk/return is balanced, while the long-term opportunity and growth trajectory will offset the short-term risks
in FY21.
Altium 365
The broker assesses the traction in Altium 365, the new cloud platform, remains a highlight and partially
mitigates the pressure on renewals as both small and large customers trim seats to save costs. Altium 365
provides subscribers with the incremental benefit of remote work and collaboration features and the pandemic
could be a means to accelerate its adoption, UBS asserts.
Morgan Stanley expects lockdown measures in Beijing and increased coronavirus cases in parts of the US will
have weighed on the second half while Citi is more inclined to believe the US and Europe will be the drivers of
the recent downgrades to FY20 guidance. Morgan Stanley acknowledges the positive structural trends will
benefit the company in the long run and notes market share gains are continuing.
Ord Minnett downgraded to Lighten from Hold in late June, and counted five downgrades to expectations since
December 2019. The broker has a view that Altium is primarily a licence-driven software company and benefits
from robust margins in good times but lacks visibility on revenue in difficult times.
That said, Ord Minnett currently expects a shallower trough and shorter recovery in the current cycle
compared with the company's experience during the GFC. Back then the balance sheet was less sound.
Bell Potter, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, agrees there is some
short-term pain for long-term gain with Altium. The broker has a Sell rating with a $30 target and believes
Altium is a potential takeover target, being a top five operator in a growing global market while taking market
share. There is also a partnership with Dassault and that company could be a potential suitor.
FNArena's database has two Buy, two Hold and one Sell (Ord Minnett). The consensus target is $35.80,
suggesting 8.6% in upside to the last share price. Targets range from $29.50 (Ord Minnett) to $40.00 (Morgan
Stanley).
See also Cash-Strapped SMEs Put Pressure On Altium on May 15, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Difficult Markets Persist For Whitehaven Coal
Coal markets remain difficult. Hence, Whitehaven Coal is being cautious about capital allocation, and
expansion projects are unlikely to get going until well into 2021.
-Unlikely to be in positive earnings territory until FY23
-Cautious outlook for expansion projects
-Production in FY21 likely weighted to the first half
By Eva Brocklehurst
Several expansion projects need to progress along with a recovery in coal prices to provide Whitehaven Coal
((WHC)) with impetus in FY21. Yet coal markets remain difficult and pricing is soft, affected by weak
demand, pandemic restrictions and uncertainty surrounding China's import quota.
Shipments have lagged production and inventory rose significantly in the June quarter. Wilsons suggests
consensus expectations heading into the June quarter were so low that just achieving key guidance
parameters is considered a strong finish.
Whitehaven Coal has experienced a deferral of metallurgical coal shipments as steel producers encounter soft
demand, and while there has been some supply-side response from the US, Canadian and Colombian exporters,
more is required.

Morgans points out that around 30% of Australian thermal coal supply is cash negative at current prices.
Moreover, customers hold abnormally high inventory through the traditionally weaker shoulder season.
While production cuts have been made, predominantly overseas, the broker suggests inventory will take some
time to work through. More severe reductions in supply are required to cheap to trigger a genuine price
response back towards US$60/t, in the broker's view.
Credit Suisse expects strong production numbers will continue into FY21, but does not anticipate the company
12

Credit Suisse expects strong production numbers will continue into FY21, but does not anticipate the company
will be in positive earnings territory until FY23 and assumes no dividends until then as well.
The LNG glut continues to influence thermal coal prices, while softer electricity demand as a result of the
pandemic has added to the pressure. A modest recovery in prices is expected in 2021 but there is a risk LNG is
oversupplied into 2022.
There is also the risk developed nations continue to reduce coal usage. Credit Suisse maintains a long-term
forecast of US$75/t for thermal coal, predicated on a view that current prices are unsustainable rather than
from any conviction about improved demand.
Macquarie agrees there is significant downside risk at current prices and a loss scenario is likely for Whitehaven
Coal in FY21-23. Realised pricing was US$59/t for thermal coal and US$76/t for metallurgical coal in the
quarter. Realised coking coal prices were -12% below Macquarie's forecasts, reflecting reduced PCI sales from
Narrabri as shipments to India were deferred because of pandemic restrictions.
This was the one blot on the company's copybook in the June quarter, Citi asserts, noting the company intends
to resume such sales as soon as India's steel mills ramp back up.
Expansion Projects
Whitehaven Coal is waiting for market conditions to improve to make investment decisions on Narrabri stage 3,
Vickery and Winchester South. The company has been cautious about capital allocation and Macquarie suspects
no final investment decision on the expansion projects will occur in 2020.
Morgans believes the market will welcome the cautious approach to expansions, such as Vickery, as the
inferred preference is for de-gearing. The broker expects the thermal coal side will be soft until there are
material reductions in industry supply.
The NSW Independent Planning Commission is due to make a final determination on Vickery in August.
Goldman Sachs suspects, if the extension receives approval in August, it may go to the board for approval in
the first half of 2021.
If the thermal coal market improves. The price of thermal coal is the sticking point and the broker suspects
Whitehaven Coal will probably have to defer all growth projects well into FY22.
Production
A record run of mine production was achieved in the June quarter at 8.2mt with sales of 5.7mt. This was
largely driven by Narrabri and to a lesser extent Maules Creek. Narrabri had no issues and was traversing a
known fault.
UBS expects some improvements in FY21 as the company has largely recovered from drought and dust issues as
well as labour shortages at Maules Creek. Maules Creek is back at full roster and in-pit dumping has
commenced, which will lower waste haulage costs.
Morgans envisages compelling upside in the stock for value investors through the cycle while Wilsons, not one
of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has become more bullish on Whitehaven
Coal and has an Overweight rating and $4.00 target.
A more normal production year is expected in FY21, with a weighting of production to the first half because of
the upcoming longwall change out at Narrabri. Bushfire and drought comparables will also be cycled over the
second and third quarters.
Goldman Sachs, also not one of the seven, retains a Neutral rating and assesses the stock is currently pricing in
a flat rate for thermal coal of US$60/t. Moreover, valuation support is offset by the weak outlook for cash flow
at spot prices.
Bell Potter believes the growth opportunities abound, should markets recover, and this supports a Buy rating.
The broker, not one of the seven, has a target of $2.30, which excludes the two major growth projects and
reflects the current weakness in coal markets.
The database has five Buy ratings, one Hold (Ord Minnett, yet to comment on the update) and one Sell
(Macquarie). The consensus target is $2.19, suggesting 45.2% upside to the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Woodside Still Committed To Growth Plans
Weak LNG prices and asset impairments have prevailed, yet Woodside Petroleum remains committed to its
growth plans.
-Strong operations in June quarter overshadowed by weak prices
-Downside risk to dividend payout-out levels
-Strategic options at North West Shelf moving in Woodside's favour
By Eva Brocklehurst
Price realisation in the June quarter was always going to be problematic for Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)) and
the company's production update confirmed this was the case. Moreover, the company has announced
-US$3.92bn in asset impairments will be included in the interim result on the back of lower pricing assumptions.
However, Ord Minnett asserts this is rather irrelevant because investors are likely to have their own price
forecasts and the strong operating performance in the June quarter has been overshadowed by weak realised
prices and asset impairments.
Sales volumes were strong and well above production levels. The main negative was a low LNG realised price
of US$5/mmbtu, which meant revenue of US$768m was down -29% on the prior quarter.

Morgans agrees, despite the large changes to energy price assumptions and write-downs, there is no apparent
change to Woodside's growth strategy. Sales volumes of 27.1mmboe compared favourably to the broker's
estimates and operations was steady at Pluto, North West Shelf and Wheatstone.
The main risk is the balance sheet, given the growth projects. The company has indicated gearing as of June is
14

expected to be 19%, which Ord Minnett calculates implies US$2.7bn in net debt against an asset base of
US$13bn.
Morgans had expected significant write-downs given the stark difference between previous cycles in the
current price environment, considered to be partially structural. Woodside has reduce the carrying value of its
existing oil & gas properties by -US$2.76bn and exploration/evaluation assets by -US$1.16bn.
The impairment disclosures have led Citi to cut its valuation by -14% such that growth is now necessary to
become more positive. This will require both patience and flawless execution, the broker adds, downgrading
to Neutral/High Risk from Buy/High Risk as a result.
Credit Suisse, on the other hand, believes the stock's resilience to low oil prices and the upside potential is
under appreciated by the market although acknowledges patience until 2022 may be required.
US LNG impairment risks are getting larger, the broker notes, with the announcement of the Corpus Christi LNG
provision of -US$447m. Still, Credit Suisse considers it premature to crystallise a long-term US LNG position as
out of the money.
The broker considers other write-downs at North West Shelf and Sangomar could facilitate Woodside
ambitions regarding M&A, anticipating Woodside would re-rate upon any acquisition of a further North West
Shelf stake.
In contrast, Citi is reluctant to give Woodside the benefit of using its balance sheet for accretive M&A, fearing
the Burrup hub will not work at a price deck that is more conservative than US$65/bbl oil and US$8/mmbtu
LNG.
Dividends
The company has confirmed positive underlying net profit in the first half but remains unsure about actual
dividends, waiting to see how oil markets hold up over coming weeks before a definite decision is made.
Management has pointed out that while an 80% pay-out has been customary its actual dividend policy is for a
50% pay-out.
Hence, Credit Suisse suspects there is some downside risk to the dividends from prevailing levels. Morgans,
too, envisages potential for Woodside to pull back to a 50% pay-out.
Growth Projects
There has been conjecture over growth plans, although management appears committed to backfilling North
West Shelf with an expanded Pluto LNG facility via Scarborough and the Karatha gas plant via Browse (Burrup
hub).
Morgans was surprised that the company still intends to move ahead with unchanged growth plans, which
includes potentially lower-returning projects such as Browse. The CEO expects a Browse tolling agreement will
only be completed once JV partners have either exited or committed. Hence, a final decision has been pushed
back to 2023.
Management is confident Scarborough will proceed, although appears to indicate higher prices or lower
capital expenditure may be required . Morgan Stanley suspects, at current prices, Scarborough would not
cover its cost of capital.
However, Credit Suisse interprets a potential change of development concept is possible, and an alternative
scenario of Pluto T1 backfill/interconnector is increasingly likely, which would offer lower capital expenditure.
The broker envisages material upside from growth at Scarborough/interconnector and Woodside could emerge
as a winner from the shake-up in ownership stakes at North West Shelf. Macquarie agrees the strategic options
are developing in Woodside's favour. While Chevron has indicated it is looking to exit the JV this could delay
project development unless a sale is completed quickly, Ord Minnett points out.
UBS maintains its valuation based on the vision for the Burrup hub, expecting Woodside will pursue this option
while also considering a tolling agreement between the North West Shelf and Scarborough. Still, the broker
notes the market is cautious and questions the need for a new LNG liquefaction facility at Pluto when North
West Shelf ullage (shortage) is due to emerge in late 2021/22.
Goldman Sachs expects LNG spot prices will rebound and assumes a long-term price of US$7.25/mmbtu. The
broker, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, maintains a Buy rating
with a target of $33.70 and factors in a long-term oil price of US$60/bbl.
Goldman Sachs believes Woodside is well-positioned compared with its ASX peers to ride out the low oil price
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environment and invest in future growth. The database has four Buy ratings and three Hold. The consensus
target is $23.76, suggesting 14.4% upside to the last share price.
See also, Subdued 2020 For Woodside Petroleum on April 17, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Capital Management Critical To Origin Energy
Origin Energy has reaffirmed energy markets guidance despite increased bad debt provisions, while adding
asset impairments on lower oil price assumptions.
-Lower wholesale electricity prices and rising customer hardship
-Changes in the timing of developments more critical than write-downs
-Downside risk to dividend yields if credit rating is defended
By Eva Brocklehurst
Along with its oil company peers, weak oil prices and growing bad debts among customers have caused Origin
Energy ((ORG)) to reflect the current environment on its balance sheet. Moreover, Morgans points out there
is downside risk to dividend yields if the company takes a cautious approach to capital management to defend
its credit rating.
The company has reaffirmed its energy markets guidance for operating earnings (EBITDA) of $1.4-1.5bn in
FY20, despite increased bad debt provisions. UBS notes some of the bad debt provisions have been offset by
reduced rehabilitation costs at Eraring.
Despite the impact of lower wholesale electricity prices and rising customer hardship, UBS remains positive on
the company, recognising its ability to capture the upside from higher oil prices.
Moreover, there is potential upside from integrating the Kraken acquisition and exploration success in
Beetaloo. This is a much stronger view on energy markets than Morgans allows for, given lower average pool
prices that have been received across the company's generation fleet. The broker suspects the hedge book is
providing temporary protection against falling wholesale electricity prices.

Asset impairments for FY20 have totalled -$1.2bn, along with -$30m in retail bad debts and $25m in a one-off
remediation release. Around -$720-770m of the impairment relates to the value of APLNG because of a
reduction in Origin Energy's assumed long-term oil price to US$60/bbl from US$67/bbl.
A further -$440-460m is an onerous contract provision with Cameron LNG, a producer in Louisiana. The LNG
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A further -$440-460m is an onerous contract provision with Cameron LNG, a producer in Louisiana. The LNG
trading loss has expanded and Credit Suisse now estimates -$70m in FY21 which compares with -$17m in FY20.
Macquarie expects further bad debts in FY21 but assesses the company's write-downs are simply a catching-up
process, and investors have already reacted to the falling oil price. Ord Minnett, too, believes it largely
irrelevant, although remains critical of the onerous provisioning in the Cameron LNG contract.
The broker considers Origin is effectively speculating on the spread between Henry Hub gas and Brent crude
pricing. Still, Ord Minnett's view has not changed, asserting write-downs are more important if pricing
assumptions lead to changes in the timing of developments, and this is not the case with Origin.
Morgans believes Origin has potential over the medium term, although a recovery is some time away, and
downgrades to Hold from Add.
Credit Ratings
Standard and Poor's has commented on the planned write-down, stressing the importance of capital
management in maintaining Origin's credit rating at BBB/stable. The ratings agency expects the ratio of debt to
operating earnings will rise slightly in FY21 but be back below 3x in FY22. If this metric is breached for an
extended period then it becomes likely the credit rating will be lowered.
Morgans is concerned this could happen if electricity prices stay low throughout FY21, particularly in summer,
and notes the weather guru, the Australian Bureau of Meteorology, is forecasting a 50% chance of a La
Nina, which could lead to milder summer temperatures and less volatile electricity prices.
FNArena's database has four Buy ratings and three Hold. The consensus target is $6.76, suggesting 17.4% upside
to the last share price. The dividend yield on FY20 and FY21 forecasts is 4.4% and 4.0%, respectively.
See also, Origin Energy Releases The Kraken on May 6, 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: Gold & Dividend Outlook For
Metals
The current gold price rally is expected to continue into FY22; Subdued demand growth outlook for metals;
Dividends forecasted for Metal stocks
-Gold price is expected to touch US$2000/oz in 2021
-With China running out of things to build, demand outlook subdued for industrial metals
-A look at dividends expected for metal stocks
By Angelique Thakur
Gold: Rise and Shine
Expecting low-interest rates in the future, Citi is bullish on gold and forecasts prices to rise to US$1825/oz in
the second half. Macquarie also agrees and suggests the current rally is a financial one driven by negative real
rates.
Gold equity valuations are not inexpensive, admits Citi, noting the ASX All Ords Gold index is up 31% year to
date. However, the yellow metal stocks are also still not at the high levels seen in late 2011 and Citi analysts
feel this is not the time to be underweight on them.
Citi believes gold prices will outperform consensus expectations but warns if expectations don’t play out, gold
equities may underperform more than the underlying gold price.
Citi has downgraded Newcrest Mining ((NCM)) to Neutral while moving to Sell on Evolution Mining ((EVN)). In
mid-caps, Citi prefers Northern Star Resources ((NST)) while downgrading Perseus Mining ((PRU)) to Neutral
after a 30% one-month gain in its share price.
Macquarie prefers Westgold Resources ((WGX)), highlighting the company finished the year on a strong note
and offers some of the best operational leverage of the peer group.
Dacian Gold ((DCN)) and Aurelia Metals ((AMI)) are also rated Outperform by Macquarie.
Over the next 12 months, Citi expects gold stocks to trade at historic multiples but cautions the journey may
not exactly be straightforward. Citi expects gold prices to plateau at US$2000/oz for many quarters into FY22.
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Lower Highs
Industrial metal prices have risen on the back of a broad-based recovery in trade flows and if this was not
enough to generate investor excitement, the fact that this recovery is backed by an actual increase in activity
in material-intensive sectors (property and infrastructure and mostly in China) and is not speculative definitely
bolsters investor sentiment.
The obvious question then centers around market fundamentals for these metals and the stability of the rally
over the medium-term.
Macquarie, in a bid to analyse the present situation, studied demand growth for various commodities over a
25-year period. The conclusion is for future growth rates for all base metal to be at-or below their 10-year and
25-year CAGRs (compounded annual growth rate).
Macquarie, even though it forecasts positive demand growth for these markets, expects a somewhat subdued
growth outlook when seen against growth rates over the last 10-20 years.
In fact, the broker notes consumption rates of commodities were already slowing down before the pandemic
hit the markets.
The impact of the global lockdown in the first half has been so huge that Macquarie forecasts a fall in the
consumption growth rate of base metals by -1-7% on a yearly basis. This is despite expecting a broad-based
recovery during the second half of the year.
Moreover, even though a recovery is expected over the medium term, Macquarie admits growth rates are likely
to remain at levels below those reported in recent decades.
Copper’s demand growth post-2020 is expected to be capped at about 2% per year with zinc predicted to grow
1.5% per year.
On a similar note, alumina’s global demand has been relatively strong in the GFC to 2018 period but is now
expected to slow down to less than 2% per year due to slowing activity in key alumina consuming sectors
worldwide.
Nickel is Macquarie’s preferred long-term exposure given its relatively strong demand growth which
nevertheless has fallen from the more than 6% levels seen in 2010-13 to a more moderate 4% per year.
This has been driven by a moderation in stainless steel demand, offset somewhat by an increase in nickel
bearing electric vehicle battery demand.
Bulk commodities have not been spared, and have seen a declining trend in demand growth from their 2011-12
peaks.
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Demand rates for steel and its raw material are about half of 25-year averages and reflect a maturing of
China’s massive steel-consuming property and auto sectors.
Thermal coal’s demand growth has also collapsed as a result of stalled investment in new coal supply in recent
years in a bid to move away from coal and reduce carbon emissions.
Overall, China consumes about 40-70% of the market supply and Macquarie notes a moderation in China’s
intensity of consumption as the country runs out of things to build.
This in turn translates to a subdued global metals/bulks’ demand growth outlook, concludes Macqaurie.
Reporting Season FY20: Iron Ore expected to give biggest the bang for your buck
With the financial year over, the focus has now turned to the results season in August. Macquarie points
towards a mixed outlook for bulk commodities with weak prices for coal and alumina on the one hand and
buoyant for iron ore prices on the other.
Strong cash flows for iron ore producers, driven by higher iron ore prices, are looked at by Macquarie as a
proxy for potential shareholder returns.
In the large-cap category, Macquarie forecasts a final dividend of $1 per share for Fortescue Metals ((FMG))
with UBS close behind at $0.98.
In fact, UBS expects this might even go up to $1.15 if the group decides to go for an 80% pay-out (as it did in
FY19). Both these brokers are above the consensus of circa $0.80.
UBS is also slightly ahead of consensus on dividends for BHP Group ((BHP)) and Rio Tinto ((RIO)) while
Macquarie expects distributions to average 5% over the next two years for both.
Macquarie forecasts a rather disappointing 2% yield for South32 ((S32)) although UBS assumes a US$0.01 per
share as special dividend in lieu of the company's suspended buyback program.
In the smaller cap segment, Macquarie considers Jupiter Mines ((JMS)) to offer an attractive dividend yield of
12% for FY21.
Driven by high prices and positive leading indicators, Macquarie prefers exposure to iron ore, with Fortescue
preferred in large caps and Mineral Resources ((MIN)) in the small caps segment.
Exposure to coal entails downside risk to earnings and is best avoided, suggests Macquarie. This view is shared
by UBS analysts who feel there is limited dividend capability for coal producers in light of the soft prices for
both thermal coal (which is down -25% year to date) and metallurgical coal (which has lost -17% of its value
year to date).
Macquarie expects long term downside risk for alumina. Miner Alumina ((AWC)), which has traditionally been a
strong dividend payer, is expected to see a decline in distribution in the second half of 2020, led by the
additional tax charges slapped on Alcoa of Australia.
Alumina is rated Underperform on account of depressed dividend yields for 2020-21 while UBS is in-line with
consensus on Alumina’s interim dividend for now.
Macquarie reiterates Underperform on Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)), New Hope Corp ((NHC)), South32 and
Alumina.
UBS reinstates its forecasts of $0.08 for OZ Minerals ((OZL)), which it had earlier removed due to covid-19
risks, led by strong operational performance.
IGO ((IGO)) may also surprise with a stronger dividend, hopes UBS, given its net cash position of almost circa $1
per share. UBS leans towards base metals with noting a better than expected second quarter.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Material Matters: Q2 Production Previews
Strong production rebound expected for diversified miners; E&P companies with strong fundamentals to lead
the way; shifting dynamics led by the impending scrap imports ban in China
-A preview of the fourth-quarter results for metals, plus some stocks to consider
-Reporting season preview for Australian Exploration & Production companies
-China to ban scrap imports from 2021
By Angelique Thakur
June Quarter Preview for Metals
The Goldman Sachs commodities team is bullish on copper, aluminium and gold and recently upgraded 2021
price forecasts for the three commodities.
However, the team highlights a stronger Australian dollar will offset the gains from higher prices. Accordingly,
earnings estimates for its mining universe have been lowered by about an average of -6% for 2020-21.
Irrespectively, the analysts maintain their belief the sector remains undervalued. From a multi-year
perspective, Goldman Sachs favours copper, iron ore, met coal and zircon; all led by favourable
demand-supply dynamics.
For the June quarter, Goldman Sachs expects diversified miners like BHP Group ((BHP)), Rio Tinto ((RIO)) and
South32 ((S32)) to see a strong production rebound after a softer first quarter led by seasonal factors.
BHP Group’s FY21 guidance, expected to be released with the June quarter results, could be less than
expected due to the continued impact of covid-19.
Fortescue Metals Group ((FMG)), OZ Minerals ((OZL)), Iluka Resources ((ILU)) and Champion Iron ((CIA)) are
equally expected to have enjoyed a strong quarter driven by a combination of better production, less costs and
rebounding sales.
JP Morgan also anticipates upside for OZ Minerals with the South American supply disruption continuing to act
as a tailwind.
However, noting Iluka Resources had withdrawn its guidance, JP Morgan expects lower production with higher
costs for the quarter.
On the other hand, mining stocks that are not expected to meet their FY20 guidance include Whitehaven Coal
((WHC)), Coronado Global Resources ((CRN)) and Alumina Ltd ((AWC)).
JP Morgan agrees with Goldman Sachs for Alumina Ltd, noting the alumina/aluminium markets will take time
to recover but differs on Whitehaven Coal, expecting the company to meet its guidance.
For nickel, JP Morgan is Overweight on both IGO ((IGO)) and Western Areas ((WSA)) on account of growth
prospects.
Among the large-caps, Goldman Sachs prefers BHP Group, Iluka Resources, South32 and Alumina Ltd.
BHP Group is preferred over Rio Tinto due to the former’s more attractive commodity mix coupled with better
growth expectations and attractive margins.
Rio Tinto is downgraded to Neutral while Sandfire Resources ((SFR)) is demoted to Sell by Goldman Sachs.
In the mid-caps, New Hope Corp ((NHC)), Champion Iron and Coronado Global Resources are rated Buy by
Goldman Sachs.
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Companies with strong fundamentals to lead the way
Brent spot prices have increased quite a lot since April 2020 and while the forward curve still remains in
contango (where the spot price is lower than the forward price), JP Morgan points out the spread between the
longer-dated contracts and spot contracts has narrowed.
However, the broker highlights while higher short-term prices are beneficial for Australian producers, a
stronger currency will offset the gains (similar to the miners above).
JP Morgan sees value in the sector, finding Cooper Energy ((COE)) to be the least expensive with Oil Search
((OSH)) considered most expensive at the other end of the spectrum.
Investors would do well to take a broad-based sector exposure, suggests JP Morgan, which would help them
gain leverage to a recovery in oil prices while keeping them safe from individual company risks.
Going forward, JP Morgan analysts expect the Brent oil price to rise to US$45/bbl in 2021 from the current
US$42/bbl.
This translates to an increase in 2021 forecast earnings by 16% in 2021, 8% above current market consensus.
Companies with strong balance sheets and fixed-price contracts are JP Morgan’s preferred picks with Santos
((STO)) and Beach Energy ((BPT)) its picks of the litter.
In the small-cap segment, JP Morgan likes Senex Energy ((SXY)) and Cooper Energy but is concerned about
Carnarvon Petroleum’s ((CVN)) capital expenditure needs.
In general, LNG projects, with higher development risks and low prices, are best avoided, advises JP Morgan.
The reporting season is to kick off with Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)) the first in the sector to report on July
16, followed by Santos and Oil Search.
UBS notes Brent oil prices, if seen on a quarterly basis, were still down -29% in the June quarter. LNG prices
fared worse, down -40% quarter on quarter and -64% year on year.
Given its exposure to spot prices, UBS expects Woodside to be impacted the most, though contract pricing may
help soften the fall from the hit to Brent and LNG prices.
UBS highlights most of the Australian LNG contracts are based on the Japan Custom Cleared (JCC) price, which
lags by three months, implying higher prices than seen in the March quarter.
In fact, contract prices are expected to be up 7% on a quarter-by-quarter basis and UBS anticipates the full
impact of the price decline will only be reflected in the September quarter.
UBS expects updated guidance for 2020, expecting Woodside to focus on capex guidance and the Sangomar
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Phase 1 project.
Santos is expected to focus on cost guidance and update on the extension of its Bayu-Undan project life, now
that a final investment decision on Barossa has been delayed.
For Oil Search, the update may focus on initiatives taken by the company to help it sustain a lower oil price
environment.
China: Substituting metal scrap with alloys and ingots
China has been a global scrap trading hub for more than a decade but this is about to change with its Ministry
of Environmental Protection announcing a complete ban on scrap imports from 2021.
The policy was first announced in 2017 as part of a plan to reduce waste pollution. Since then, incremental
steps have been taken, including a ban on 24 types of solid wastes, restricting quota application to direct users
only and assigning restricted quota for some metals, among other steps.
From January 2021, there will be a complete ban on Chinese imports of copper, aluminium and steel scrap with
only high-quality renewable copper/aluminium alloys that meet certain standards to be allowed, reports
Macquarie.
Copper scrap imports were once a key source for copper, contributing up to 14% of total available copper.
The scrap, imported from the US, Hong Kong and other developed countries, is divided into two categories –
category 6 and category 7. While the import of category 7 scrap, containing more impurities, was banned in
2019, category 6 imports are set to be banned completely from 2021.
This has led to a shift in demand with imports of copper alloys/ingots increasing ahead of the ban. The focus is
also shifting from developed markets as source countries to Southeast Asian nations.
Similarly, aluminium, scrap imports of which will also be banned in 2021, is seeing a shift towards importing
alloys from Malaysia, South Korea and Indonesia.
Steel scrap has met a similar fate. Along with being the world’s largest steel producer and consumer, China
also leads the world in steel scrap imports – now over 200mtpa in Fe-units.
But considering the steel scrap to be highly polluting, China’s Ministry of Environmental Protection introduced
quota limits in July 2019, causing steel scrap imports to collapse.
Meanwhile, there has been an increase in the import of steel billets from Russia, Vietnam and India.
With intense lobbying to boost scrap supply, the ministry has agreed to reclassify high quality imported scrap
as renewable resources in 2021.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Material Matters: Iron Ore, Copper & Urea
China’s steel output expected to increase in 2021; Impact on scrap markets if China decides to re-import
high-quality ferrous scrap; Global fertiliser prices are at 10-year lows
-Iron ore prices are at record highs due to higher steel output in China
-China may reimport high-quality ferrous scrap
-Urea application continues unabated aided by low energy prices
By Angelique Thakur
Iron Ore: Dizzying heights
JP Morgan reports a 4% year on year increase in China’s steel output in May to about 1.1bn tonnes per annum
and even while the rest of the world saw a year on year decline of -24%, production still improved by 6% over
the month of April.
This may be a turning point, thinks JP Morgan but is hesitant due to rising covid-19 cases in regions like India
which adversely impact demand.
Looking at China’s performance, JP Morgan has revised its steel production forecast to 2% from 1.2% year on
year while also upgrading 2021 estimates to 2% from 0.5%
Supply is also steady with the last two weeks of June seeing Brazil’s iron ore exports rise at the highest rate,
highlights JP Morgan, culminating in a month on month gain of 39%.
Vale is maintaining its 310-330mt guidance, along with solid Pilbara exports. JP Morgan reports a slight rise in
China’s port stocks in the last few weeks and expects a build-up in the coming months.
An iron ore price at US$112/t is at year-to-date highs and JPMorgan analysts expect prices to hover over
US$90/t for the next two quarters. Rising steel output from China has led the analysts to upgrade the price
forecast for 2021 to US$84/t from US$80/t.
Key downside risk to price is from a second covid-19 wave in China while upside risk stems from interruption to
Brazil supply.
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Possible reversal of China’s ferrous scrap import ban
UBS notes China may re-start its ferrous scrap imports in 2021. The country had announced in around 2017 the
National Sword initiative which aimed at curbing scrap metal imports in a bid to reduce waste pollution.
This saw China’s ferrous scrap imports falling to zero in 2019, notes UBS. However, realising that not all scrap
is waste, the policy itself has undergone modifications, with high-quality non-ferrous scrap reclassified to
renewable metals this year so as to avoid being banned.
Ferrous scrap has also seen lobbying by industry participants to convince the Chinese government to reclassify
high-grade ferrous scrap with the aim of creating a niche renewable steel category.
UBS thinks some other reasons for wanting to re-import ferrous scrap could be the higher-priced domestic
scrap in China.
Between 2016 and 2019, Chinese steel demand grew by 23% while iron ore imports grew 7%. The gap then was
filled by domestic scrap whose usage rose to more than 175mt in 2019 from less than 80mt in 2016.
The increase in domestic scrap usage was indeed one of the aims of the National Sword policy of China but
even though volumes rose, prices still remained elevated at around US$400/t, translating to a circa US$100/t
premium to global scrap prices.
Some other reasons for the move to reimport ferrous scrap could be to support electric arc furnaces which are
more environment-friendly than other methods and to reduce high iron ore prices, believes UBS.
In the short term, UBS expects ferrous scrap imports to remain under or about 2.5mtpa.
Currently, the ferrous scrap seaborne trade is about 110mtpa but with China entering the market again, UBS
thinks global scrap ferrous prices could face upwards pressure.
UBS points out Sims ((SGM)) is likely to benefit from the increased demand for seaborne ferrous scrap and
higher expected prices and rates the stock a Buy. BlueScope Steel ((BSL)) is rated as Neutral.
Urea Euphoria
Not all have been adversely impacted by the fall in energy prices. Urea, for one, is benefiting quite a lot,
aided further by favourable seasonal conditions and a supply chain not impacted yet by the pandemic.
A semi-annual report by Rabobank titled Global Fertiliser Outlook notes global fertiliser prices to be at or
near 10-year lows due to a combination of plunging raw materials cost, rising production capacity and
mediocre demand.
Falling natural gas and coal prices, both critical to urea and phosphate production, have also played an
important role in keeping prices low.
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important role in keeping prices low.
Also, Rabobank expects Australia’s winter crop planted area to increase by 26% in 2020,12% above the five-year
average, another factor increasing demand for urea. All of these have led to the unabated application of urea
on Australian farms.
Rabobank analysts think the low cost of production coupled with low global demand will keep urea prices low
in the coming times. They also see limited upside for phosphate prices on a global level for the next six months.
Potash prices are likely to be influenced by supply contracts in China and India. With the main demand season
getting closer, prices are expected to stabilise at slightly elevated levels than the ones locked on contracts.
The report also points out covid-19 has increased the risk of isolated shortages which could potentially
increase prices.
Any interruption to freight may impact urea availability during winter and spring and cause local prices to rise
sharply.
Another point of concern is a weakening of the Australian dollar in the next six months which would take some
of the shine off the global low prices for the Australian farmers.
Base metals: Copper and Nickel
A key risk to copper is the possible supply disruption in Chile due to the pandemic. Macquarie notes the market
has already priced in some risk premia to the copper price, with the recent price movements attributed to
momentum trades rather than discretionary investors.
While consumption rates of base metals are expected to decline by -1-7% year on year, Macquarie expects
demand to increase in the medium-term.
The broker also expects earnings upside across its base metals coverage. For copper miners, Macquarie expects
earnings upside for OZ Minerals ((OZL)) and Sandfire Resources ((SFR)) for FY21-22.
For nickel producers, IGO ((IGO)), Western Areas ((WSA)) and Nickel Mines ((NIC)) offer earnings upside for
FY21-22.
The analysts favour exposure to nickel in the long-term with demand being driven by electric vehicle batteries.
Macquarie prefers Western Areas and Nickel Mines for nickel while recommending OZ Minerals and Sandfire
Resources for copper. The broker also likes IGO and Mincor Resources NL ((MCR)) due to their strong balance
sheets.
OZ Minerals is to report its quarterly results on July 22, followed by Western Areas on July 23, and IGO on July
29. Sandfire Resources will be reporting its results on July 30, with Nickel Mines announcing its results
sometime in the third week of July.
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 10-07-20
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday July 6 to Friday July 10, 2020
Total Upgrades: 7
Total Downgrades: 27
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 48.71%; Hold 40.84%; Sell 10.44%
The week’s overall review of downgrades revealed seven of 27 moving to a fresh sell. The only discernible
sectoral trend appeared to be in gold, with six downgrades . A number of stockbrokers have been signalling
they find value is becoming increasingly hard to find after gold shares have rallied in response to an increasing
gold price.
Gold miner Saracen Mineral Holdings received three downgrades of which only one moved to a Sell. Both
Treasury Wine Estates and Adbri received two downgrades (incorporating one move to a Sell apiece). Adbri’s
downgrade appeared more structural with the loss of a major contract with Alcoa.
Compared to prior months, target price changes were relatively mild, with the two largest downward revisions
reserved for Adbri and Scentre Group, while Hub24 and Breville Group had upward revisions.
The majority of material adjustments to earnings estimates were to the downside. Four of the top five movers
were mid-cap resource stocks. The largest positive change was reserved for Webjet after strengthening its
balance sheet with a EUR100m convertible note offering.
Total Buy ratings for the seven brokers monitored daily remains high at 48.71% of total ratings, versus 40.84%
on Neutral/Hold, and 10.44% with a Sell rating.
Upgrade
AFTERPAY LIMITED ((APT)) Upgrade to Overweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 2/3/1
Afterpay is demonstrating better than expected credit quality control, points out Morgan Stanley. The
company’s sales growth is accelerating and the broker notes the company is diversifying away from the fashion
category via eBay.
Afterpay is expected to deliver almost 60% in revenue CAGR (compounded annual growth rate) over FY20-22
while maintaining about 2% net transaction margin.
The company is starting operations in Canada in the first quarter of FY21 along with a US in-store rollout. This
is to solidify its early mover advantage by moving to an omni-channel platform, comments the broker.
Morgan Stanley thinks Afterpay may use its $800m capital raising to look for M&A options so as to enter new
geographies.
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Revenue forecasts for FY21-22 upgraded by circa 15%. The broker is of the opinion that Afterpay is
under-owned by Australian institutional investors.
Morgan Stanley upgrades to Overweight from Equal-weight with the target price increasing to $101 from $36.
Industry view: In-line.
See also APT downgrade.
CML GROUP LIMITED ((CGR)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/0/0
CML Group provided a trading update and FY20 earnings guidance.
In June, new clients and higher volumes lifted the Invoice Financing division, while client attrition and risk
metrics are consistent with the pre-covid-19 era. Management expects volumes to keep growing and be assisted
by reduced Government assistance for SME funding.
Uncertain SME business conditions leaves the Equipment Finance book below historical levels.
While future FY20 guidance may be impacted by provisioning, management is confident of no material future
credit losses.
Morgans believes the company is well positioned to return to sustainable growth, with the key opportunity in
Factoring, and the potential for acquisitions as smaller operators lack access to funding.
The rating is increased to Add from Hold. The target price is $0.40.
THE STAR ENTERTAINMENT GROUP LIMITED ((SGR)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 4/2/1
Citi believes the outlook for domestic casinos is robust as they re-open on schedule with limited restrictions.
The broker forecasts JobKeeper will boost first half margins as wages are subsidised during the early stages of
the re-opening.
Citi upgrades Star Entertainment to Buy from Neutral, envisaging more share price upside in the near term.
Target is raised to $3.50 from $3.10.
THE REJECT SHOP LIMITED ((TRS)) Upgrade to Overweight from Underweight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S:
2/0/0
Morgan Stanley assesses The Reject Shop is a leader in a fragmented market, a niche that has proved to be
large and profitable in other global markets.
Still the business has been under-earning and the broker suspects a simplified strategy and new management
will be the positive catalyst.
Morgan Stanley acknowledges measuring earnings growth is problematic as the starting point is either negative
or very small. Hence, it is the long-term potential that is evaluated.
The broker upgrades to Overweight from Equal-weight. Target is raised to $10.00 from $2.60. Industry view: In
Line.
TREASURY WINE ESTATES LIMITED ((TWE)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
0/6/0
Macquarie observes the company has experienced an unprecedented second half, with wine volumes affected
by the bushfires, oversupply in the US and the impact of the virus in China.
Private-label pressures are expected to continue in the short term as oversupply builds in America. However,
Macquarie assesses some confidence around consumption levels is starting to return in China. The broker
downgrades estimates for FY20-22.
Rating is upgraded to Neutral from Underperform and the target lifted to $11.50 from $9.30.
See also TWE downgrade.
VOCUS GROUP LIMITED ((VOC)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 3/3/0
The share price has underperformed and UBS upgrades to Buy from Neutral on valuation grounds. The broker
expects valuation will become more compelling once FY20-21 expenditure is cycled.
However, estimates for earnings per share are lowered by -9% to reflect higher interest costs post the recent
re-financing and more difficult execution against growth targets. Target is reduced to $3.60 from $3.85.
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re-financing and more difficult execution against growth targets. Target is reduced to $3.60 from $3.85.
WEST AFRICAN RESOURCES LIMITED ((WAF)) Upgrade to Neutral from Underperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
0/1/0
Operating performance was in line in the June quarter while the cash position was better than Macquarie
expected.
Commercial production at Sanbrado was declared and the broker expects progressive production growth over
the next year.
Given the stronger net debt position and the rolling forward of valuation, Macquarie upgrades to Neutral from
Underperform. Target is raised to $1 from $0.90.
Downgrade
ADBRI LIMITED ((ABC)) Downgrade to Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett and Downgrade to Sell from
Buy by UBS.B/H/S: 1/3/3
Alcoa will not be renewing its lime supply contract with Adbri, set to expire on June 30, 2021.
Ord Minnett notes the loss from this will be -70m in revenue or about 40% of the lime business. Earnings
forecasts have been lowered by -19% by FY22.
The broker sees risk of more volume loss, price resets and import threats and has reduced its rating to Hold
from Accumulate with the target price reducing to $2.70 from $3.
UBS downgrades to Sell from Buy and lowers the target to $2.00 from $2.82
The broker had expected that the lime division would be stable but the loss of the Alcoa contract has now
affected this view.
The broker is concerned about the company's inability to renegotiate the contract and price & quality are
likely to have played a part.
However, UBS points out Adbri has a dominant position in lime and this may have been a contributing factor to
Alcoa seeking a new source.
AGL ENERGY LIMITED ((AGL)) Downgrade to Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/4/3
Macquarie assesses power pricing is a challenge for AGL Energy as falling fuel costs and weak demand have led
to a drop in earnings.
There is also the issue of the Alcoa contract which is nearing expiry. The broker suggests any renewal is likely
to reflect the soft forward market.
Rating is downgraded to Underperform from Neutral, as the broker says the decay in electricity pricing as well
as expiry of historical gas contracts cannot be ignored. Target is raised to $15.91 from $15.87.
AFTERPAY LIMITED ((APT)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 2/3/1
The pandemic has accelerated Afterpay’s growth with sales momentum showing up through a jump of 127% in
the June quarter, driven by scaling of the business in three markets.
Macquarie expects strong subscriber growth to underpin sales growth. The company’s ability to scale quickly
gives it a competitive advantage, highlights the broker.
There is uncertainty in forecasting an emerging model, admits the broker and downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform with the target price increasing to $70 from $36. This reflects increased long term gross
merchandise value (GMV) assumptions and the capital raising.
See also APT upgrade.
ASX LIMITED ((ASX)) Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by UBS .B/H/S: 0/0/6
UBS notes heightened market volatility has benefited ASX in two main areas in the second half, cash equity
turnover and capital raisings.
Trends elsewhere have been softer, with reduced activity across futures volumes and equity derivatives.
Given delays to the CHESS replacement, now slated for April 2022, project expenditure remains elevated over
the near term.
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With a more moderate medium-term growth outlook, UBS downgrades to Sell from Neutral. Target is raised to
$75.00 from $68.50.
ALUMINA LIMITED ((AWC)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/3/1
Following a review of transfer pricing arrangements over a 20-year period, the Australian Taxation Office has
claimed additional tax plus interest from the AWAC joint venture.
In accordance with dispute resolution practices, 50% of the additional tax of $214m will be paid out of cash
flow in the September quarter. No further payment will be made until final resolution of the matter.
Citi revises 2020/21 earnings estimates down by -4% to reflect higher Australian dollar forecasts. Distribution
estimates are reduced as well.
Alumina Ltd valuation is reduced. The broker downgrades to Neutral from Buy and lowers the target to $1.60
from $1.80.
BHP GROUP ((BHP)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 6/1/0
Credit Suisse believes the recent appreciation in the share price means the risk/reward is balanced and
downgrades to Neutral from Outperform.
The broker still regards the balance sheet as robust and envisages little risk to dividends.
However, yields are considered no longer attractive enough to serve as a trigger to push the stock higher.
Target is reduced to $37 from $39.
COCA-COLA AMATIL LIMITED ((CCL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 1/6/0
Credit Suisse observes early signs consumers are seeking value in the beverage category. Discounted water
volumes have started to grow again.
The broker is also concerned about the short-term impact of the renewed lockdown in Victoria.
Until the uncertainty around the operating performance clears, Credit Suisse downgrades to Neutral from
Outperform.
Target is lowered to $9.00 from $10.00.
CROWN RESORTS LIMITED ((CWN)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 4/2/0
Citi believes the outlook for domestic casinos is robust as they re-open on schedule with limited restrictions.
The broker forecasts JobKeeper will boost first half margins as wages are subsidised during the early stages of
the re-opening.
Crown Resorts is downgraded to Neutral from Buy because of relative valuation and the risk of further delays in
the re-opening of Melbourne. Target is raised to $10.00 from $8.20.
DOMINO'S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED ((DMP)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie and
Downgrade to Hold from Accumulate by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 0/5/2
Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed in Australia as
trading restrictions have seen consumer spending on services switch to goods.
Meanwhile, strong fiscal stimulus programs and incentives to retain employees will gradually unwind leaving
current valuations vulnerable to a derating, the analysts believe.
They have downgraded Domino's Pizza to Neutral from Outperform. Target $66.10, unchanged.
Even though Domino’s Pizza Enterprises continues to enjoy strong performance drivers, Ord Minnett is of the
opinion the strong share price performance (an increase of 34% versus the ASX100 falling by -9.7% since
January 1) reduces its valuation support.
Earnings forecasts for FY20-21 have been upgraded by 4% and 7% on account of higher same-store sales growth
and higher net store numbers. The broker highlights the company is performing well in Australia and New
Zealand.
Ord Minnett downgrades its rating to Hold from Accumulate with the target price increasing to $70 from $57.50.
EVOLUTION MINING LIMITED ((EVN)) Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 1/3/3
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Citi increases gold estimates, expecting prices will outperform consensus forecasts. Gold stocks are expected
to grind higher although value is now harder to find.
The broker downgrades Evolution Mining to Sell from Neutral on a relative basis and considers the re-rating
overdone. Target is raised to $5.60 from $5.20.
GOODMAN GROUP ((GMG)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/4/0
Citi transfers to another analyst and resumes coverage of Goodman Group with a downgrade to Neutral from
Buy.
Despite a strong growth outlook the broker assesses the current price is 70% above historical averages and this
limits the upside over the next 12 months.
The pandemic has highlighted the need for more warehouse/logistics space and this is expected to drive
development activity. Margins remain at elevated levels.
Investment earnings have lagged in recent years but an improved portfolio and lower disposal activity going
forward should mean earnings growth increases to around 11% per annum, the broker assesses. Target is
reduced to $16.50 from $18.50.
JB HI-FI LIMITED ((JBH)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 1/5/1
Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed in Australia as
trading restrictions have seen consumer spending on services switch to goods.
Meanwhile, strong fiscal stimulus programs and incentives to retain employees will gradually unwind leaving
current valuations vulnerable to a derating, the analysts believe.
They have downgraded JB Hifi to Neutral from Outperform. Target $41, unchanged.
LENDLEASE GROUP ((LLC)) Downgrade to Hold from Buy by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 3/2/0
Ord Minnett reduces construction EBITDA forecasts in aggregate by -$200m for FY21 and FY22. This assumes
productivity has not returned to pre-pandemic levels for the US business.
The broker downgrades to Hold from Buy and lowers the target to $13.50 from $14.00.
The business is well-positioned from a capital perspective, in the broker's view, having raised equity and sold
$500m in settlement revenue at One Sydney Harbour development as well as settling the sale of 25% of the
project after June 30.
MAGELLAN FINANCIAL GROUP LIMITED ((MFG)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 0/6/1
Citi has downgraded to Neutral from Buy, while remaining attracted to Magellan Financial's positive leverage
to equity markets, its solid investment performance on top of strong net cash generation, but it's time for a
pause in the share price rally, apparently.
The analysts have taken the opportunity to lift earnings estimates (noticeably) and this has pushed up the price
target to $66 from $40. The new target includes a 10% valuation premium for the potential growth into
retirement income, the analysts explain.
NEWCREST MINING LIMITED ((NCM)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 2/4/1
Citi increases gold estimates, expecting prices will outperform consensus forecasts. Gold stocks are expected
to grind higher although value is now harder to find.
Newcrest Mining is downgraded to Neutral from Buy because of recent appreciation. According to Citi,
further upside rests with the bellwether stock getting its historical premium back sooner via visibility on Red
Chris. Target is raised to $37 from $35.
PEET & COMPANY LIMITED ((PPC)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/1/0
FY20 operating earnings are expected to be in the range of $14-16m and the company will also recognise a
-$45m provision because of a write-down of land values related to assets it is looking to divest.
The delay in capital expenditure related to new projects pushes out the earnings recovery, Macquarie asserts,
and downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target is lowered to $0.95 from $1.04.
PERSEUS MINING LIMITED ((PRU)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 0/3/0
Citi increases gold estimates, expecting prices will outperform consensus forecasts. Gold stocks are expected
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to grind higher although value is now harder to find.
Citi downgrades Perseus Mining to Neutral from Buy after a 30% gain in the share price. Targets is raised to
$1.60 from $1.40.
SARACEN MINERAL HOLDINGS LIMITED ((SAR)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi and Downgrade to
Underperform from Neutral by Macquarie and Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 0/4/1
Citi increases gold estimates, expecting prices will outperform consensus forecasts. Gold stocks are expected
to grind higher although value is now harder to find.
Citi has downgraded Saracen Mineral Holdings to Neutral. Target is raised to $6.10 from $5.30.
Gold production and sales were short of Macquarie's estimates in the June quarter. Yet, growing confidence in
the continuity of operations in respect of the pandemic impact is observed, given reversion to the previous
operating strategy.
Macquarie downgrades to Underperform from Neutral because of recent strength in the share price. Target is
steady at $5.40.
UBS envisages a number of upcoming positive catalysts such as an update at Carosue Dam/Thunderbox and a
comprehensive update on the the Super Pit opportunity.
The June quarter production result has driven a -10% downgrade to underlying net profit forecasts for FY20
and the broker also trims production forecasts at the Super Pit which are now considered too optimistic.
UBS notes Saracen Mineral Holdings is no longer trading at a material discount to peers and downgrades to
Neutral from Buy. Target is raised to $6.30 from $5.60.
SIMS LIMITED ((SGM)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse .B/H/S: 2/4/0
Credit Suisse reviews the earnings drivers and revises down earnings forecasts for the second half of FY20.
A more conservative outlook is also adopted for FY21/22.
The broker's forecasts are based on weakness in scrap prices and soft US peer results.
The pricing and volume backdrop needs to turn around to signal a buying opportunity.
Hence, Credit Suisse downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target is reduced to $7.95 from $9.10.
TREASURY WINE ESTATES LIMITED ((TWE)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS and Downgrade to
Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett.B/H/S: 0/6/0
FY20 earnings (EBITS) guidance of $530-540m is below expectations and raises several questions for UBS.
These include whether earnings in the Americas will fully recover. The broker envisages several areas of risk,
given accelerating market share loss and uncertainty around industry oversupply. Margins also remain under
pressure.
With few upside catalysts for the short term and plenty of uncertainty, UBS downgrades to Neutral from Buy.
Target is reduced to $11.80 from $14.80.
FY20 EBITS guidance is well below Ord Minnett's forecasts. The broker reduces estimates by -15% for FY20 and
by -26% for FY21.
The broker observes the wine oversupply in the US has weighed while the recovery in the Americas, exposed to
pandemic restrictions, is likely to be slow, creating a risk for the first half of FY21.
The poor 2020 vintage in Australia also reduces future potential revenue. Rating is downgraded to Lighten
from Hold. Target is reduced to $10 from $11.
See also TWE upgrade.
WESFARMERS LIMITED ((WES)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 0/5/1
Analysts at Macquarie observe consumer discretionary stocks have significantly outperformed in Australia as
trading restrictions have seen consumer spending on services switch to goods.
Meanwhile, strong fiscal stimulus programs and incentives to retain employees will gradually unwind leaving
current valuations vulnerable to a derating, the analysts believe.
They have downgraded Wesfarmers to Neutral from Outperform. Target $44.50, unchanged.
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They have downgraded Wesfarmers to Neutral from Outperform. Target $44.50, unchanged.
WISETECH GLOBAL LIMITED ((WTC)) Downgrade to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 1/1/0
Ord Minnett suspects FY21 consensus estimates are too high. The broker finds the range of forecasts surprising
for a stock that is leveraged to existing customer growth and has a higher proportion of recurring revenue.
A recovery in top-line momentum or margin improvement is not anticipated until FY22 and, hence, the broker
suspects the stock is exposed to a downside correction.
Rating is downgraded to Lighten from Hold and the target raised to $19.60 from $19.00.
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Uranium Week: Seven Weeks Running
The spot uranium price fell incrementally last week for the seventh straight week
-World Nuclear Association pushing a nuclear future
-Virus concerns ongoing
-U3O8 spot price still drifting away
By Greg Peel
The World Nuclear Association released a white paper this week entitled, "Building a Stronger Tomorrow:
Nuclear Power for a Post-Pandemic World". The paper highlights the important role of nuclear energy in the
post-pandemic environment and calls upon policy makers to take proactive measures to support the industry.
If we ever get to a post-pandemic environment.
The paper identifies a window of opportunity for governments to invest in nuclear energy to help address the
immediate crisis caused by the pandemic, and to prevent future crises by dealing with bigger, chronic
problems, such as climate change, air pollution, and energy poverty.
With regard the immediate crisis, major global uranium supplier Kazatomprom last week announced a
one-month extension to the staffing reduction at its production sites in Kazakhstan. The original reduction in
staff, implemented in April, was driven by concerns over the pandemic.
"Kazatomprom's main priority is the health and wellbeing of our staff and their families, our partners, and the
communities where we operate…we believe that the pandemic-related risks still remain too high for a full
return of production employees to our sites. We are therefore extending the period of reduced operational
activity for an additional month, with the intention of gradually increasing mine site staff levels at the
beginning of August, if it is deemed safe to do so ."
The company does not expect the extension to have a material impact on 2020 uranium production guidance.
Nor did the news spark any life into the spot uranium price.
One Way Street
Another week, another small drift down in prices.
Industry consultant TradeTech’s weekly spot price indicator fell -US10c to US$32.90/lb last week to mark the
seventh straight week of incremental declines.
The spot uranium price remains up 32% in 2020, but there is no indication of the drift-off abating amidst an
ongoing lack of demand from utilities, and prices too low to sufficiently finance any production restarts.
The stumbling blocks for utility demand remain the expiry of the Russian Suspension Agreement at the end of
this year, and the relentless spread of the virus. It appears virus uncertainty will remain with us for some time.
As for the RSA, market participants are hopeful the US Department of Commerce will push for a resolution
between both sides in coming weeks, rather than holding out to the expiry date. The issue for the DoC is one
of preventing Russia dumping cheap uranium on the US, thus keeping a lid on prices.
However, a report found that the RSA had achieved little in the way of curbing Russian supply, and evidence
confirms little impact on prices. Uranium prices are up in 2020 as noted, but only as a result of ongoing supply
curtailments which began as a response to too-low prices, and then continued on health risks created by the
virus.
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The Short Report - 16 Jul 2020
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
Week ending July 9, 2020
Last week saw the ASX200 peak out over 6000 before dropping back as Melbourne went back into lockdown.
As is evident on the table below, short activity at this time continues to simply dry up. There are now only
eight stocks shorted by 7% or more. Typically there’d be at least eight stocks shorted by 10% or more.
It’s a tad more crowded in the 5-7% range, but realistically it’s the same set of stocks shuffling around a bit
each week, occasionally falling out of the table and then returning, such as AMA Group ((AMA)) and Bubs
Australia ((BUB)) last week.
There has been little in the way of “new players” in weeks.
The only stock to see a short position change of one percentage point or more last week was Mesoblast ((MSB)),
in at 6.0% from below 5%, but it, too, has been popping in and out at the low end recently.
The stem cell specialist is no longer covered by FNArena brokers and has been a big mover of late, surging in
April after announcing its remestemcel-L product could be used for treating covid-infected children having
cardiovascular and other complications.
The stock has more recently come off the boil, and all biotechs have been volatile at this time as one might
imagine.
No Movers & Shakers this week.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
MYR 12.6
WEB 10.9
No changes
9.0-9.9
ING
No changes
8.0-8.9%
NEA, BOQ, GXY
No changes
7.0-7.9%
CUV, ORE
Out: JBH, FXL
6.0-6.9%
FNP, JBH, FXL, MTS, PGH, SUL, SGM, SXL, PPT, FLT, PLS, MSB
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FNP, JBH, FXL, MTS, PGH, SUL, SGM, SXL, PPT, FLT, PLS, MSB
In: JBH, FXL, SUL, MSB, FLT

Out: SEK, LOV

5.0-5.9%
ALG, IVC, SEK, CLH, CTD, BIN, IFL, Z1P, LYC, BUB, AMA, LOV
In: SEK, LOV, BUB, AMA

Out: FLT, SUL, CLQ

Movers & Shakers
See above.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

4.4

4.3

NCM

0.8

0.4

ANZ

0.7

0.7

RIO

2.1

2.2

BHP

4.1

4.1

SCG

0.8

0.6

BXB

0.2

0.1

SUN

0.5

0.5

CBA

0.5

0.5

TCL

0.6

0.7

CSL

0.2

0.1

TLS

0.4

0.2

GMG

0.4

0.5

WBC

0.8

0.7

IAG

0.7

0.7

WES

0.5

0.5

MQG

0.2

0.2

WOW

0.3

0.3

NAB

0.8

0.7

WPL

1.3

1.1

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
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discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Wrap: Stimulus 2.0, Biotechs & US Taxes
Federal government expected to announce more measures; future looks bleak for retailers and retail REITs;
competition intensifying in the biotechnology sector; a Biden victory may mean more taxes
-Budget deficit to soar even higher with more stimulus measures expected
-Retail REITs to see lower rental income in the future
-CSL: No longer the only fish in the biotechnology pond
-Slowdown in domestic pricing momentum for general insurers
By Angelique Thakur
Fiscal deficit: Up, up and away
Government support has been critical in helping Australia through the pandemic. About $140bn has already
been spent by the federal government, but these measures are due to expire in September, Morgan Stanley
reminds investors.
Looking at the recent lockdown in Melbourne, which has slowed down a recovery, Morgan Stanley expects the
government to announce a second phase of measures when it announces its economic update on July 23.
The measures, expected to amount to about $40bn, may be two-pronged, speculates Morgan Stanley.
They will be targeted towards supporting businesses impacted by restrictions on the one hand (through a more
targeted form of JobKeeper, among other ways) while providing further stimulus in the form of increasing
permanent unemployment benefits or tax cuts on the other, the broker suggests.
Morgan Stanley also believes this time the focus will likely be towards providing growth stimulus as the
economy has recovered partially from where it was in April.
These measures are less than the support given during the first wave, yet round up to a significant amount and
are expected to take the FY21 budget deficit to a record -$180bn.
That is a whopping 9% of GDP and an increase of -$20bn over the broker’s previous estimate. Morgan Stanley
forecasts a budget deficit of -3-4% for FY22-23.
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Retail Malls: Declining rental incomes
Morgan Stanley believes the pandemic has fundamentally changed the way we shop and has accelerated the
evolution of retail and shopping malls to some extent.
Online shopping penetration is a case in point where the virus has quickened the pace of penetration of online
shopping.
While foot traffic has increased to 80-100% of pre-covid-19 levels since mid-May, Morgan Stanley is sure
shopping centres will not have the same earnings power in the post-covid-19 era.
One of the ways this is visible is through the huge difference in consensus forecasts for retail landlords like
Vicinity Centres ((VCX)) (dividend distribution estimates range from $0.056 to $0.12) and Scentre Group
((SCG)) (funds from operations estimates range from $0.189 to $0.262).
Many major department stores and discount department store chains are expected to close down in the
medium term.
New tenants will come in but this could take time. Morgan Stanley analysts estimate both Scentre Group and
Vicinity Centres could lose about -7.5% of their rental income as compared to pre-covid-19.
The shift towards online may also force a rethinking of the value of a store. Australia’s share of online retail
rose to 7% in early 2020 and the broker expected it to touch 10% by 2022-23.
However, the pandemic may have quickened the pace somewhat and the broker thinks if this continues, it
could spell more trouble and potentially take off another -5% in rental income for the two REITs.
Social distancing is the third factor that poses downside risks to businesses like food and beverages, cinemas
and gyms. These risks will intensify if social distancing continues for another six to twelve months.
Food and beverages constitute about 12% and 10% of income for Scentre Group and Vicinity Centres
respectively and could result in landlords having to give longer-term rent abatement.
Overall, the two REITs will face rent declines of up to -15-18%, on the broker's estimates.
Morgan Stanley prefers Scentre Group whose malls are generally located in areas with higher population
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density and stronger population growth along with higher incomes.
Vicinity Centres' malls have a larger exposure to Victoria with fewer malls having a turnover of more than
$500m/year as compared to Scentre Group. Morgan Stanley als finds the latter has an older and less
redeveloped portfolio.
Morgan Stanley rates Vicinity Centres as Underweight while preferring Scentre Group (Overweight).
Downside risks for retailers
Citi notes Australian consumer spending has been focused more towards retail for the last four months,
helped no doubt by the stimulus measures of the government.
The broker expects this to continue for another month or so, but then expects the pace of spending to slow
down substantially.
Citi thinks this slowdown will likely be led by three factors. The first pertains to more stimulus measures
expected to be announced on July 23.
Retail spending by households in supermarkets and the likes was helped by circa $12bn in government stimulus
in the June quarter and Citi expects stimulus to households of about $20bn this time along with a program
similar to JobKeeper at another $20bn.
However, if the measures announced during the update are less than $50bn for the December quarter, the
downside risk to consensus earnings will increase.
Household spending, and in turn spending on retail, has also been propped up by superannuation withdrawals
of about $18bn. Citi feels the ceasing of super withdrawals may lower household cash flow by -3-6%.
The third factor hampering retail spending is the recovery seen in non-retail spending. One of the reasons
retail spending saw a boost was due to limited spending options in non-retail avenues on account of the
pandemic.
Those areas are expected to recover and will impact retail sales growth over the next year.
Citi sees downside risk to consensus earnings forecasts to the tune of -1-6% for discretionary retailers with
gross margins being at higher risk in housing-related categories.
The broker is cautious on Wesfarmers ((WES)) and Lovisa Holdings ((LOV)) and also acknowledges earnings
risk for Harvey Norman Holdings ((HVN)).
Biotechnology: Game on
Bell Potter suggests CSL ((CSL)) may not remain the proverbial king of the Australian biotech jungle for long. In
fact, the broker considers the sector itself to be in the middle of a golden age.
Some other names doing the rounds which have caught the broker’s fancy are Mesoblast ((MSB)) and Opthea
((OPT)), along with medical device developers like Oncosil Medical ((OSL)) and Avita Therapeutics ((AVH)), as
well as Volpara Health Technologies ((VHT)).
Bell Potter highlights that each of these companies, with the exception of Volpara, carries a Speculative rating
for now due to the lack of historical data to support projections.
Even so, valuations attached to some late-stage drug developers and especially those with multiple drug
candidates are jaw-dropping, according to the broker.
One of them is Genetic Signatures ((GSS)), a diagnostics company with its proprietary platform technology –
3Base.
The company provides test kits for diseases including gastrointestinal disease and respiratory disease (including
covid-19) among others. Bell Potter expects Genetic Signature’s target market to grow to US$10bn by 2026.
Growth drivers include expansion into Europe and US markets and covid-19 which has increased the company’s
penetration and customer acquisition in international markets and may lead it to profitability earlier than
expected in FY21.
Bell Potter rates Genetic Signatures as Speculative Buy.
Kazia Therapeutics ((KZA)), Bell Potter’s most recent addition to its coverage, develops a chemical entity
called paxalisib for treating glioblastoma.
Interim results from a phase II study look promising and the broker expects the next update in early 2021. The
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Interim results from a phase II study look promising and the broker expects the next update in early 2021. The
drug has also been included in the international platform study GBM Agile and will start recruiting patients to
the approval study later in the year.
Bell Potter rates Kazia Therapeutics as Speculative Buy.
Mesoblast is an allogeneic regenerative medicine company with one of the most diversified pipelines and many
products in the late stage. In fact, the company has already secured a spot in the ASX200 driven by a number
of positive developments and share price appreciation, highlights Bell Potter.
The company is on its way towards its first FDA approval for Remestemcel-L with launch in the US expected in
the last quarter of FY20. This drug is also used to treat Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), a lung
disease, and has been useful for ventilator-dependent covid-19 ICU patients.
The broker thinks Mesoblast could become profitable in FY21 and rates it a Speculative Buy.
Volpara Health Technologies is a medical technology company focused on early breast cancer detection using
artificial intelligence. The business model is based on Software as a Service (SaaS) and Volpara is the only
organisation with such a comprehensive product suite, giving its earnings a "defensive" tinge.
Volpara Health Technology is rated as Buy.
Oncosil Medical is a drug developer in its commercial stage and expected to start generating revenues from
the second half of 2020 at the rate of $25,000 per patient.
Its first product deals with treating locally advanced pancreatic cancer
The company received the CE Mark in April 2020 after a successful clinical trial and expects to launch in
Europe in the second half and in Australia and the Asia Pacific in early 2021.
Oncosil Medical is rated as Speculative Buy.
Opthea is a Melbourne-based biopharmaceutical company developing therapies for the treatment of eye
diseases and its drug OPT-302 may have the potential to improve efficacy in treating wet age-related macular
degeneration.
Bell Potter considers the company a strong candidate for takeover/partnering and notes it was also recently
included in the ASX300 index.
The broker rates Opthea as Speculative Buy.
General Insurers: Shoring up defences
Morgan Stanley reports general insurers to be building earnings buffers to help deal with covid-19 claims.
These buffers are in the form of savings from lower motor claims for Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)) and
Suncorp Group ((SUN)) and benign catastrophe costs for QBE Insurance ((QBE)).
On the flip side, the broker expects domestic pricing momentum to slow down with policyholders hesitant to
absorb premium rate increases in a recession, with the skew towards personal/SME customers not helping the
insurers.
In fact, Morgan Stanley’s June premium index saw motor pricing decrease by -17% year on year in the June
quarter (versus an increase of 2.5% in the March quarter).
Both IAG and Suncorp are tilted more towards personal customers, translating to a subdued gross written
premium growth in FY21-22, Morgan Stanley notes.
Morgan Stanley thinks QBE’s higher exposure to larger corporates and exposure to the US markets makes it
better placed to protect its top line and be able to increase premium rates as compared to IAG and Suncorp.
QBE is expected to be hit by business interruption claims in the UK, but the insurer has reassured this will be
limited to -$75m by reinsurance, reports the broker.
Morgan Stanley believes liability and financial lines claims will take longer to settle and braces for a
meaningful impact on the group in FY21.
Between 2008-20, the general insurance industry has witnessed a consistent increase in catastrophe losses and
even during drier weather, Australia has seen meaningful catastrophe losses in the past 12-13 years.
Morgan Stanley highlights while all the three insurers face risk from rising catastrophe losses, Suncorp is the
most exposed.
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The broker reveals both IAG and Suncorp have risks centred around Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane which
means a single event can trigger disproportionate losses. QBE on the other hand is less exposed to Australia.
The broker points at rising reinsurance costs for all three general insurers but notes IAG’s main catastrophe
program has a multi-year quota share reinsurance cover which decreases pricing fluctuations from annual
reinsurance renewals.
Suncorp’s reinsurance cost rose in July while its earnings have become more volatile and exposed to weather
events, comments Morgan Stanley.
The broker prefers QBE (Overweight) and IAG (Overweight) and is Underweight on Suncorp.
US: Taxing times ahead
“A person doesn't know how much he has to be thankful for until he has to pay taxes on it.”- Ann Landers
A report by T.RowePrice suggests that If former Vice President Joseph Biden wins the US election, it may
mean higher taxes .
Biden has indicated an increase in personal and corporate taxes in order to finance programs like social
security, health care, green energy among others.
His tax plan aims at restoring many provisions that were in effect before the passage of Trump's Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act 2017 or TCJA, which will lead to net tax earnings of US$3.8trn over 10 years, T.RowePrice estimates.
While the corporate tax rate would increase to 28% from 21%, it would still be below the 35% rate during the
pre-TCJA era.
Some of the other changes to corporate tax proposed by Biden will affect companies that generate offshore
profits and businesses with profits of US$100m or more.
On the personal tax front, Biden’s tax plans target the highest income earners and those who derive their
income from investments. T.RowePrice suggests the changes will revert tax rates to the pre-TCJA rate of
39.6%, impacting earned income above US$400,000.
Those in the top tax brackets will feel the heat with the former Vice President planning to phase out the
qualified business income (like income from qualified real estate investment trust dividends) deduction of 20%
for filers with a taxable income of above US$400,000 and increase taxes on long term capital gains and
qualified dividends.
T.RowePrice estimates the rate increases will reduce S&P500 company profits by -9%-11% with some industries
benefiting from the increased spending.
Earnings per share for utilities will be less impacted as taxes are passed on to the customers but the broker
notes these companies could be subject to the minimum tax rate provision which will put pressure on customer
bills for utilities’.
T.RowePrice suggests the two most important factors impacting Biden’s legislative agenda will be the state of
economic recovery and the coronavirus.

Higher infections and a deepening crisis would necessitate another deficit funded stimulus bill
while putting any tax rate increase on the back burner until the economy becomes more
stable.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Powerwrap Taking Praemium To New Heights
Praemium is poised to obtain considerable scale with the acquisition of Powerwrap, positioning it as a major
competitor in the wealth platform space.
-Significant synergies expected from Powerwrap merger
-Praemium will have scale to match Netwealth and HUB24
-Deal likely to reinvigorate interest in Praemium
By Eva Brocklehurst
Financial services platform Praemium ((PPS)) continues to stand out, exhibiting strong growth in both its
Australian and international businesses, while also primed for an important acceleration in scale with the
acquisition of Powerwrap ((PWL)).
Powerwrap currently uses the Praemium technology and significant synergies are expected through the
consolidation of the platforms onto the most recent version of the infrastructure. As a result Bell Potter
expects FY22 will be "stellar", with healthy flows and given the ANZ Private transition is largely behind the
company. Moreover, the international business is expected to break even in FY22.
June quarter closing platform funds under administration (FUA) were $8.9bn. Net flows have returned and the
quarter was the first quarter in three to be positive in terms of flow. The UK business was also
better-than-expected, particularly given the larger impact from the pandemic on that market.

Goldman Sachs, with a Buy rating and $0.56 target, found the operating update solid, although the closing FUA
in the international segment was below its expectations. This was largely because of a negative translation
from the depreciation of the GBP/AUD. Bell Potter dismisses the impact of the lower GBP as the UK is not yet
profitable and should not drag on earnings.
Shaw and Partners asserts the June quarter update provides evidence that the correlation between market
movements and sales or FUA is a myth. Sales, particularly for Praemium, are derived around 50% from
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non-funds sources and this is growing strongly compared with asset-based market movements. Hence, the
broker asserts it is not true that a -20% reduction in markets would yield a proportional -20% reduction in FUA
or sales.
The broker assesses Praemium is an attractive investment prospect as it disrupts financial services in the
wealth management sector. Growth rates are impressive, with double-digit profit growth expected in the next
three years. The company has no debt and the tie-up with Powerwrap is considered a significant catalyst.
Competitive Scale
Shaw believes the merger will pit Praemium against the top two independent wealth management platforms,
being Netwealth ((NWL)) and HUB24 ((HUB)). Once the Powerwrap deal is executed the value premium of these
two is likely to narrow, as Praemium will have the much-needed scale and FUA to become a rival.
The wealth platform business is all about scale and flows. Moreover, Praemium is the lowest cost operator and
has potentially significant synergies emanating from consolidation and removal of duplication costs. Around
$5m in regulatory capital will also be unlocked now there is likely to be just one licence rather than two.
There is also Praemium's differentiated model, with international reach via existing business in the UK and its
link to other offshore markets, unlike Netwealth, HUB24 and Powerwrap which are based in Australia. Hence
the direct contact with the specialised customer base of Powerwrap will result in a larger balance sheet.
Powerwrap
Powerwrap has a track record of strong growth in revenue and FUA, with a focus on the high net wealth
market. The average account balance is the highest in the industry, Shaw points out, at $1.5m, and 58% of
portfolios are SMSFs (self managed superannuation funds).
Powerwrap had $7.9m in FUA at the end of March 2020 and has maintained platform margins at 23 basis points
in the first half. Shaw finds little not to like about the transaction and retains a Buy rating and $0.65
target. Baillieu believes the proposed acquisition of Powerwrap will proceed when voted on in August, although
awaits the FY20 results from both companies before modelling the merger.
The main drivers of expected change in earnings velocity is higher FUA and the lower outflows relating to ANZ
Private. Baillieu retains a Buy rating with a $0.55 target for Praemium and expects significant change in
Australia's wealth management industry over the next few years.
Praemium is also itself a potential target in a consolidating sector and the proposed merger with
Powerwrap does not alter this view . Praemium remains leveraged to a long-term recovery in global equity
markets and to the migration of financial advisers and clients away from legacy bank-owned wealth
management platforms.
Praemium will acquire Powerwrap for $55.6m via a mixed cash and scrip offer for the 84.9% it does not
currently own. Bell Potter considers the deals sensible, given the potential synergies and the natural fit
between the two, which have separate target markets but a shared technology base.
As scale becomes more important for platforms, Praemium is signalling it will be a key player and the broker
envisages the deal will reinvigorate interest in the stock, retaining a Buy rating with a $0.59 target.
The bid is worth 26.44c a share equivalent in a mix of cash and scrip (at the time of announcement, but
subject to share price movements), which translates to two Powerwrap shares for one Praemium share.
Praemium has flagged at least $6m in cost synergies and up to $1.5m in capitalised cost savings. Bell Potter
calculates at least 5% accretion by FY22 but acknowledges this could be even better if revenue synergies such
as high cash margins from scale or increased cross selling are factored in.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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SMSFundamentals: Opportunity Knocks At
Corporate Bond Door
SMSFundamentals is an ongoing feature series dedicated to providing SMSF trustees with valuable news,
investment ideas and services, in line with SMSF requirements and obligations.
For an introduction and story archive please visit FNArena's SMSFundamentals section on the website.
As low interest rates have underpinned borrowing, corporate debt issuance has surged and, Janus Henderson
Investors highlights, these instruments can provide more certain returns compared with shares
-Low interest rates and central bank stimulus pushed net debt up sharply
-2020 presents opportunities to invest in corporate bonds
-De-leveraging cycle looming in Australia
By Eva Brocklehurst
Company resources, depleted by debt-financed acquisitions, large share buybacks and record dividends are now
being confronted by rising trade tensions and an economic slowdown.
Low interest rates have underpinned borrowing in recent years and central banks have attempted to stimulate
sluggish economies. This is the background, Janus Henderson Investors asserts, which pushed net debt up
sharply in 2019.
Now, as a global recession unfolds, profit and cash flow will be lower and more borrowing will be required.
Much will depend upon the extent to which new borrowings are spent or held as reserves, and how much in the
way of shares is issued to bolster balance sheets.
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Gearing, a measure of debt relative to shareholder finance, rose to a record 59% in 2019, while the proportion
of profit devoted to servicing interest payments also rose to a new high. However, there were few signs of
corporate stress, that is, until 2020 arrived and coronavirus struck.
Janus Henderson has found companies in its Corporate Debt Index owe half their debt in the form of listed
bonds. Corporate bonds typically offer higher rates of interest compared with savings accounts or government
bonds and still offer more certainty of returns compared with shares.
While typically riskier than government bonds, the diversity of corporate issuance means investors can select a
risk profile that suits them and for a term that matches their preferred investment horizon.
An additional US$557bn was issued in bonds between January and May. Companies are now rushing to issue
new bonds and borrow from banks to ensure there is enough cash to endure any second wave of the
coronavirus crisis.
The analysts suspect, as central banks continue to provide support, those companies that previously took
emergency government hand-outs during the worst of the pandemic may now take the opportunity to reduce
reliance on the state. As a result bond issuance is likely to rise further.
The most indebted company in the world is Volkswagen, (there are five car makers in the global top 10) with
Janus Henderson assessing that company's net borrowing is not far behind the sovereign debt of South Africa or
Hungary, although this is inflated by a large car finance business.
At the other extreme, one quarter of the companies in the index have no debt at all and some have vast cash
reserves. Atop this category is Google's owner, Alphabet. However, the analysts point out, a large cash cache is
often unpopular with shareholders.
Bond Investment Opportunity
For investors in bonds, Janus Henderson believes 2020 presents opportunities to invest in companies that have
the ability to repay debt in a low interest rate environment.
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the ability to repay debt in a low interest rate environment.
Importantly, the analysts will be looking for signs a company is able to strengthen its position when conditions
improve and use surplus cash to pay down debt rather than spending it, or even issue new shares to balance
the financing risk between equity and borrowing. This pushes bond prices up and generates capital gains for
investors.
Outside of the US, dividends rather than buybacks play a greater role in returning capital to shareholders.
Morgan Stanley has estimated that US companies are around four times more likely to buy their own shares
because of favourable tax treatment. As a rule, equity finance is more expensive than debt, although most
companies use a mix.
Industry Perspectives
From an industry perspective, utilities which have stable earnings support the highest debt levels. The
analysis shows utilities are spending US$4 in every US$10 of operating profit on interest or over 2.5x as much as
other companies. However, in June, bond yields for utilities in the index were slightly below the average and
have fallen despite very high debt levels.
Meanwhile, the fastest growth in debt has come from the aerospace, pharmaceutical and media. The analysts
acknowledge this is distorted in the case of the latter by internet giants with vast sums of cash such as
Facebook and Alphabet.
In the rest of the media sector rising demand for content, acquisitions and buybacks has pushed sector debt up
by US$120bn since 2014. Netflix accounts for a large portion of this increase as it invests in new programming.
The analysts also point out oil producers, while asset rich, do not hold the most debt because profits can
quickly disappear when oil prices fall and interest must still be paid. The mining industry, albeit smaller, has
also very similar borrowing characteristics and cyclical reasons.
Australia
The analysis indicates Australia has forged its path of indebtedness and is more typically associated with
higher borrowing levels compared with its neighbours in Asia, where there is a cultural aversion to debt.
Nevertheless, Australia has lower levels of corporate debt compared with the rest of the developed world. Net
borrowings in Australia have fallen to $87bn in 2019 from $124bn in 2014.
In Australia, a de-leveraging cycle is looming and debt-to equity ratios have fallen markedly. If this continues,
Janus Henderson suggests it may represent a once-in-a-decade event for credit markets. Australia's most
indebted companies are Telstra ((TLS)) and Transurban ((TCL)).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Treasure Chest: Car Parts Worth Considering
FNArena's Treasure Chest reports on money making ideas from stockbrokers and other experts. Citi asserts the
automotive aftermarket stocks are worth considering in the current climate and other brokers agree the sector
enjoys tailwinds in the current economic environment.
-Bapcor a top pick across FNArena database in the automotive aftermarket
-ARB benefiting from outperformance in specialist vehicles in Australia and US
-Downside risk for GUD Holdings/Super Retail could stem from more widespread lockdowns
By Eva Brocklehurst
In the current difficult environment, the automotive aftermarket is worth considering, Citi asserts. Other
brokers agree the sector, generally, has tailwinds, given a preference for driving as opposed to public
transport and an emphasis on domestic travel.
Moreover, the non-discretionary nature of automotive parts has been highlighted by recent updates from the
likes of Bapcor ((BAP)) and Super Retail ((SUL)) as well as the data revealing increased use of personal
vehicles.
Australian traffic data has signalled personal vehicle use has continued to climb as consumers hesitate to use
public transport during the pandemic, hence a flow on to trade in car parts and servicing. Meanwhile, a shift
towards SUVs and 4WDs is likely to benefit ARB Corp ((ARB)), in Citi's view.

Bapcor remains Citi's top pick in the small automotive sector segment as it sells automotive products that are
less discretionary compared with ARB and Super Retail. The company also has long-term growth strategies with
a roll-out in Thailand and private-label expansion.
This view is shared by other brokers on FNArena's database and the stock has seven from seven Buy ratings and
a consensus target of $6.92 that signals 24.0% upside to the last share price. Morgans expects, while consumer
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sentiment may be distorted because of the extent of government stimulus, the company's market should prove
resilient.
Credit Suisse, too, believes Bapcor is geared for a re-rating and the months ahead will be favourable for
automotive businesses.
Ahead of the financial results, Citi is forecasting 6% sales growth in the first half for ARB, underpinned by the
extension of the Commonwealth government's accelerated depreciation scheme to December 2020 and
superannuation withdrawals. While ARB is arguably the highest quality company in the broker's automotive
coverage, and can benefit from outperformance in specialist vehicles in Australia and the US, it is also the
most expensive.
Citi considers the multiple is appropriate at 26x FY21 PE but momentum into 2021 following conclusion of
JobKeeper and instant asset write-offs remains uncertain. This is also in keeping with the other three brokers
in the database which have Hold ratings while a $17.58 consensus target signals -2.3% downside to the last
share price.
On balance, Citi assesses upside risk to FY20 forecasts for both GUD Holdings ((GUD)) and Super Retail amid
like-for-like sales momentum, although downside could emanate from the increased likelihood of stricter
lockdowns in Victoria and NSW.
Citi has the lone Buy rating (amid four Hold ratings) on the database for GUD Holdings and notes one of the
company's major customers, Bapcor, provided a better-than-expected trading update recently that emphasised
the defensive nature of automotive parts. The consensus target for GUD Holdings is $10.44, signalling -7.6%
downside to the last share price.
Macquarie, while acknowledging the highly defensive characteristics of the company's automotive business,
believes a reinstatement of lockdowns in Victoria underscores renewed risk. Moreover, the stock has rallied
from the lows in March.
Credit Suisse suspects material de-stocking in automotive brands may have played out across the June quarter,
and the company's brands such as Ryco and BWI remain the single largest drivers of earnings.
Citi adds, while GUD Holdings has a strong presence in filters & electricals, there are opportunities to
strengthen other categories such as suspension, oil, cooling and engine parts through acquisitions. There is
sufficient liquidity to support opportunistic acquisitions in the current weak economic environment, UBS
agrees.
Amid six Buy ratings for Super Retail, UBS stands out with a Neutral rating, believing the catalysts are limited
for this business at present and the looming end to the government stimulus creates uncertainty going forward.
The consensus target is $9.26 which signals 18.1% upside to the last share price.
The company recently announced a $203m rights issue to shore up its balance sheet and Citi believes this
equity raising is a positive step as it removes the excess leverage relative to peers. The broker accepts the
recent trading update was mixed, given the company's differing businesses, but envisages upside to the FY20
consensus net profit forecasts of $126m.
This is attributed to resilient sales at Supercheap Auto, which enjoyed like-for-like sales momentum over the
two months up to May 23 that is likely to have continued in June. While the company has emerged from the
nationwide lockdowns relatively unscathed, Morgans assesses the performance would have been even better
but for more stringent restrictions in New Zealand.
The capital raising is dilutive to FY21 earnings but Morgans believes the stock deserves a higher rating and
recently upgraded to Add. Credit Suisse also finds reasons to be bullish about Super Retail in 2021 because of
the likelihood of a substantial boost to domestic leisure expenditure, while the company has other strong
brands in relevant markets as well as a robust online platform.
See also Super Retail Poised For Domestic Travel Surge on June 16 2020 and Treasure Chest: Expansion
Potential For Bapcor on May 6 2020.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Rudi's View: What’s Wrong With CSL?
Dear time-poor investor: the debate continues about what to expect from economies and equities in the
year(s) ahead, plus a glimpse into the headwinds affecting the CSL share price
In Part One of this week’s Weekly Insights:
-What’s Wrong With CSL?
-T.RowePrice: Market Optimism Is Deceiving
-Corporate Debt: New Records
-Conviction Calls
What’s Wrong With CSL?
Seldom have we seen such a lacklustre share price performance from all-around star stock CSL ((CSL)) when
regular defensives including Woolworths ((WOW)), Coles ((COL)) and ResMed ((RMD)) are putting in a stellar
performance.
The question is on many investors’ lips these days: what is wrong with CSL?
The answer, it seems, is two-fold. On the one hand investors now realise the virus and related
lockdowns are impacting on plasma collection, in particular in the south of the USA where infection numbers
are thriving (so to speak).
The offsetting factor is that a higher US unemployment rate, equally a result of the pandemic, should translate
into more donors, which should boost CSL’s collection abilities.
The company is offering higher incentives to US donors to compensate for the temporary interruption, and this
will put pressure on its margin.
The public debate that is currently raging behind the scenes is whether one cancels out the other, or whether
we are witnessing a sequence of events, i.e. first comes the dip, then to be followed by a firm boost.
Further complicating the debate is that global demand for CSL’s flu vaccines remains robust, suggesting
potential for an upward surprise.
Then there is the other matter of growing potential for increased competition with a number of biotech firms
across the globe successfully trialing potential future treatments that, if successful, will eat into CSL’s core
products and markets.
It is this potential future competitive threat that is possibly weighing most on the share price post-April.
Keen observers will have noticed CSL is not acting like the proverbial sitting duck, keeping the fingers crossed
and hoping for the best. The company announced two acquisitions already with the latest, a gene therapy
product for haemophilia B, (more) tangible proof the company is not afraid to potentially disrupt itself,
according to commentary by various analysts post the announcement.
Of course, one of the major attractions for owning CSL shares is the in-house pipeline of future products under
development. Here the company should have a few announcements to make in 2021.
Put it all together and the correct conclusion is probably that the market genuinely doesn’t know what to do
with CSL shares at the moment.
A dilemma that is further complicated by diverging views on the direction of the US dollar, a key component
for translating CSL’s profits for shareholders in Australia.
One observation stands irregardless* and that is I have seldom spotted so many professional investors declaring
they are buying CSL shares with a longer-term view in mind.
From Roger Montgomery, to T.RowePrice, to UBS, and numerous others; they all declared recently they have
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From Roger Montgomery, to T.RowePrice, to UBS, and numerous others; they all declared recently they have
been buying as CSL shares continue to lag the overall market, instead bobbing around the $280 level – quite the
distance from the $341 seen earlier in the year.
Anyone can draw his/her own conclusions from this apparent discrepancy.

*Irregardless was recently added to the Merriam Webster dictionary, causing public uproar among those
aficionados of the English language who believe just because words creep into the daily usage it doesn’t mean
they should thus be officially recognised.
Irregardless looks like a merger between irrespective and regardless and, apparently, Maria Carey sang the
word on her 2018 album.
In case anyone wondered: irregardless had already been recognised by the Oxford English Dictionary, and it
means exactly the same as regardless.
T.RowePrice: Market Optimism Is Deceiving
Global asset manager T.RowePrice organised a webinar with Head of Australian equities, Randal Jenneke for
global media last week.
Conclusion number one put forward was that investors have been too optimistic in pricing in a swift V-shaped
recovery in global equity markets.
No surprise thus, Jenneke’s Australian asset allocation has been directed towards a more defensive bias with
“quality” and “durable profits” high on the agenda.
T.RowePrice’s strategy continues to focus on resilient earnings and structural growth stories, so no surprise the
Australian equity fund has now gone overweight CSL ((CSL)).
Sectors currently held in Overweight allocations include consumer discretionary, health care (see CSL),
information technology, and utilities.
Deepest Underweights are financials and banks, which is not surprising given Jenneke’s scepticism about what
is currently implied and priced-in.
Underlying all of the above is T.RowePrice’s view that the world is still in the early stage of dealing with the
global pandemic. And they mean early, early stage.
The most dangerous position to be in as an investor, it appears, is projecting recent share price movements for
equities out much farther into the future, assuming the implied V-shaped recovery is happening and won’t be
flattened or interrupted.
Jenneke cannot see the risk for an inflation outburst that some experts have been warning about, instead
arguing the damage done by this year’s global recession effectively guarantees central banks will continue to
fend off deflation for years to come.
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He also agrees it will be extremely difficult for the Federal Reserve, and other central banks, to wind back the
extreme liquidity-oriented policies with the next policy announcement from the Fed to focus on yield curve
control, a la RBA and the BOJ.
Jenneke does not believe negative interest rates in the US as the next logical policy step are out of question.
Corporate Debt: New Records
We live in an era of ever-increasing debt levels, and corporates remain very much part of that story.
Corporate debt globally rose by a further 8% throughout 2019 to reach US$8.3trn, an all-time record. Fixed
interest researchers at Janus Henderson note total new debt taken on board in the US by mid-year 2020 has
already reached the total level of new corporate debt in 2019.
In other words: what was already happening at an accelerating pace pre-pandemic is now accelerating even
faster in 2020.
Companies are making sure they will survive lockdowns and the repercussions from the virus, with total fresh
debt expected to rise by a further US$1trn by year- end.
On Janus Henderson’s assessment, corporate debt has grown significantly faster than profits over the five years
past.
Yet, the analysts suggest investors need not worry as central banks are supporting credit markets as much as
they can in order to prevent a repeat of 2008/09.
Janus Henderson does warn a new cycle of defaults is starting here and now, which means Australian banks’
provisioning is picking up with ramifications for share buy backs and dividends for the sector overall.
Post the sudden lockdown of credit markets in March (since successfully re-opened on central banks
interventions) Janus Henderson believes investors can achieve equity alike returns from owning corporate
bonds of quality companies whose operations should gradually recover from the virus impact.
These returns are partially derived from spreads that currently have not fully normalised, but are expected to
do so over the year(s) ahead.
With dividends from equities anticipated to remain under pressure, Janus Henderson believes corporate debt
remains attractive for income-seeking investors.
That sentiment was echoed by another global asset manager specialised in corporate bonds, Neuberger Berman.
Investors worried about central banks lifting cash rates are way too early on Janus Henderson’s assessment with
Head of Australian fixed interest, Jay Sivalapan suggesting cash rates are likely to stay at current (extreme)
low levels for four to five years.
FNArena will be publishing a dedicated story about Janus Henderson’s latest research into global corporate
debt. See the website for a follow-up story coming soon.
Conviction Calls
Portfolio strategists at Goldman Sachs have drawn the conclusion that Melbourne’s second wave lockdown
will have more negative consequences than the first lockdown.
Facts supporting this assessment include:
-A much higher (apparent) level of community transmission this time;
-This second lockdown may be less successful in suppressing the virus as quickly as the first one was;
-Many of the “silver linings” from the first lockdown are unlikely to be repeated this time;
-Businesses may be significantly slower to restart on re-opening, and a higher percentage may not come back
Of course, the main offset for all of the above is that the resultant significant hit to the Australian economy
also significantly increases the likelihood that the federal government in Canberra might decide to extend the
provision of fiscal support.
To help investors making up their own mind, Goldman Sachs analysts have lined up some of the heaviest
affected ASX-listed companies, including:
-Among retailers, Officeworks ((WES)) and JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) are believed to have the highest exposure while 50%
of Vicinity Centres’ ((VCX)) portfolio value is located in Victoria. For GPT ((GPT)) the portfolio exposure is
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estimated at 35%, mostly through retail assets.
Among banks, National Australia Bank ((NAB)), Bendigo & Adelaide Bank ((BEN)) and ANZ Bank ((ANZ)) are most
affected through their respective mortgage books.
For insurers, Goldman Sachs estimates 29% of the personal lines premiums at Insurance Australia Group ((IAG))
and 30% at Suncorp ((SUN)) are Victoria-based.
The lockdown state represents some 29% of policies for health insurer Medibank Private ((MPL) and 22% for
competitor nib Holdings ((NHF)).
Among building materials companies, CSR ((CSR)) with 25% of group revenues, and Adbri (24%) are seen as most
heavily impacted.
Melbourne gaming revenue amounted to 54% of total revenue for Crown Resorts ((CWN)) in FY19. For
Transurban ((TCL)), H1 saw circa 30% of all toll revenues coming from Melbourne.
Qantas ((QAN)) and Qube Holdings ((QUB)) are also heavily affected, the latter derives an estimated 16% of
operating revenues from Victoria.
For online real-estate classifieds, Domain Holdings ((DHG)) will be most affected with REA Group ((REA)) having
more business in Sydney and elsewhere.
Ramsay Health Care ((RHC)) is the most affected in the health care sector with circa 20% of revenues stemming
from Victoria.
That ill-guided acquisition of Spotless has made Downer EDI the most exposed among services companies and
contractors.
Among small caps, Lifestyle Communities ((LIC)) is 100% Victoria based, but the company might be able to
catch up on sales and settlements later in the financial year, suggests Goldman Sachs.
The development business which is 50% of earnings will, however, be impacted.
Car repairer AMA Group ((AMA)) operates 35% of its sites in Victoria, with the company already declaring it
remains cash flow neutral or slightly positive in the state assisted by Jobkeeper payments.
Then there is Adairs ((ADH)) whose online sales are picking up fast, while the retailer still has 44 out of its 160
physical stores in Victoria.
****
Looking forward to August, stockbroker Morgans is anticipating a “difficult” reporting season ahead for
diversified financials and insurers in Australia.
Headwinds vary from volatile investment markets, to extremely low bond yields and covid-19 impacting on
operations, activity levels and provisions.
Morgans thinks earnings visibility will remain poor for companies including AMP ((AMP)), QBE Insurance ((QBE)),
and Link Administration ((LNK)).
The broker’s favourites are (in order of preference) Zip Co ((Z1P)), Computershare ((CPU)), Link
Administration, Mainstream Group Holdings ((MAI)), Kina Securities ((KSL)), MoneyMe ((MME)), then QBE
Insurance.
Among those least liked, ASX ((ASX)) is the only stock currently rated Reduce (lowest rating).
****
Simultaneously, a recent update by portfolio managers at stockbroker Morgans revealed Amcor ((AMC)) has
been added as a defensive exposure, while additional shares in Qube Holdings ((QUB)) have been bought for the
Balanced Model Portfolio.
The portfolio has sold out of Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)), while taking profits on National Australia Bank
((NAB)) shares and trimming its position in Sonic Healthcare ((SHL)).
The Growth Portfolio has equally sold out of Woodside Petroleum and taken profits on NAB, while adding
Collins Foods ((CKF)) and ALS Ltd ((ALQ)).
This portfolio added additional shares in Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)) and Lovisa Holdings ((LOV)) while reducing
exposure to Megaport ((MP1)).
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****
Strategists at UBS see a -$100bn fiscal cliff emerging in Q4. If consumers save more during that final quarter,
and further stimulus falls short of market expectations, they predict weakness for the local share market.
For now, UBS advises investors to stay Overweight cyclicals, but be alert for trend reversal into defensives.
Stocks most preferred, for now, include Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)), APA Group ((APA)), Aurizon Holdings ((AZJ)),
CSL ((CSL)), Harvey Norman ((HVN)), Lendlease ((LLC)), Mirvac Group ((MGR)), and Woolworths ((WOW)).
UBS is cautious on Adbri ((ABC)) and JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)).
****
Over at Morgan Stanley, the conviction in a V-shaped recovery remains intact with the Australia Macro+
Model Portfolio retaining a positive skew towards financials, bulk commodities, gold and the energy sector.
The portfolio has added Ampol ((ALD)), Super Retail ((SUL)), Santos ((STO)) and Viva Energy Group ((VEA)) to
further skew its exposure to cyclicals and the recovery theme, while using quality and more defensive
exposures as the key funding source.
As such, Morgan Stanley has been selling out of Medibank Private ((MPL)), Xero ((XRO)) and Woolworths
((WOW)) while moving Underweight CommBank ((CBA)).
More Conviction Calls in Part II on Friday.
(This Part One story was written on Monday 13th July, 2020. It was published on the day in the form of an
email to paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website. Part Two will be published
on Friday).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $440 (incl GST) for twelve months or $245 for six and can be purchased here (depending on
your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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Rudi's View: Infomedia, MNF Group & BHP
In Part Two of this week’s Weekly Insights:
-Conviction Calls
-FNArena Talks
Conviction Calls
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
The August reporting season is approaching in Australia and emerging companies specialists at Morgan
Stanley have lined up their Conviction Picks for the season, as well as a few candidates best avoided.
Morgan Stanley really, really likes communication/infrastructure company MNF Group ((MNF)), pointing out
management has twice reiterated guidance for FY20 and the company’s operations are genuinely enjoying a
boost from lockdowns and the global pandemic.
MNF, reports Morgan Stanley, is one of few companies on the ASX for which the analysts feel confident the
company will be able to beat pre-virus forecasts in August.
Typical for the year, Morgan Stanley’s second ranked favourite stock equally operates in the technology space
with Nitro Software ((NTO)) allowing users to create and share PDF documents, in and outside of the cloud,
without paying Adobe for the privilege.
Nitro management too is enjoying a boost since lockdowns and has reiterated guidance as printed in IPO
documents.
Favourite number three is Breville Group ((BRG)), which shouldn’t surprise as Morgan Stanley only initiated
coverage this week, and it truly was a glowing assessment of Sydney-based manufacturer of home appliances
under well-known brands Kambrook, Ronson, Sage, and Breville.
Morgan Stanley is cautious regarding Webjet ((WEB)), G8 Education ((GEM)), and Lovisa Holdings ((LOV)), also
noting Lovisa has traditionally not been strong in online sales.
Two stocks received an honourable mention: Pacific Smiles Group ((PSQ)), which could materially surprise if
June momentum continues, and 3P Learning ((3PL)) which might transform itself into the come-back kid du
jour.
****
Quant analysts at Credit Suisse have equally done their homework and lined up potential surprises and
disappointments, re-ratings and de-ratings ahead of the August reporting season.
As is standard practice for the quant desk, a lot of mumbo jumbo on the basis of historic and other data is
behind the lists of names generated.
Candidates for a potential de-rate in August include Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)), Ampol ((ALD)), Mineral
Resources ((MIN)), Fortescue Metals ((FMG)), Fletcher Building ((FBU)), Boral ((BLD)), Qube Holdings ((QUB)),
Cleanaway Waste Management ((CWY)), Wesfarmers ((WES)), Breville Group, Coles ((COL)), Woolworths
((WOW)), Fisher & Paykel Healthcare ((FPH)), ResMed ((RMD)), CommBank ((CBA)), Bank of Queensland
((BOQ)), QBE Insurance ((QBE)), Medibank Private ((MPL)), Netwealth ((NWL)), ASX ((ASX)), Spark New Zealand
((SPK)), Telstra ((TLS)), Appen ((APX)), WiseTech Global ((WTC)), Spark Infrastructure ((SKI)), AusNet Services
((AST)), Goodman Group ((GMG)), and Centuria Industrial REIT ((CIP)).
A quick glance throughout that list shows most candidates are trading on a sizeable premium to broader
market, or they have been battling battles for quite some time.
Companies seen as potential re-rate candidates in August include Resolute Mining ((RSG)), Northern Star
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((NST)), Austal ((ASB)), Tassal Group ((TGR)), United Malt Group ((UMG)), Avita Medical ((AVH)), Clinuvel
Pharmaceuticals ((CUV)), Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)), nib Holdings ((NHF)), Omni Bridgeway ((OBL)), TPG
Telecom ((TPG)), NextDC ((NXT)), and Charter Hall Long WALE REIT ((CLW)).
For those who are worried about market positioning (either way), the quant team has lined up two additional
lists.
Crowded shorts include Downer EDI ((DOW)), Virgin Money UK ((VUK)), Star Entertainment Group ((SGR)),
Beach Energy ((BPT)), Spark Infrastructure, Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)), QBE Insurance, Treasury Wine Estates
((TWE)), Sydney Airport ((SYD)), and AGL Energy ((AGL)).
Crowded longs include Afterpay ((APT)), AMP ((AMP)), Rio Tinto ((RIO)), a2 Milk ((A2M)), Reliance Worldwide
((RWC)), WiseTech Global, Domino’s Pizza ((DMP)), BHP Group ((BHP)), Tabcorp Holdings ((TAH)), and JB Hi-Fi
((JBH)).
The underlying suggestion is that the first group could potentially reverse negative sentiment whereby shorts
need to cover and others jump on board, which could put some genuine fireworks underneath the share price.
In terms of the second list, the suggestion is that once everybody is on board, there’s not much left in terms of
additional buyers, so any further upside might be limited even in case of a positive surprise.

****
One of the advantages of seeing professional investors struggle with market momentum and hard-to-beat
benchmarks is that an increasing number feels an urge to communicate more often with media and retail
investors.
Local stalwart Ausbil released a Q&A formatted macro outlook with co-founder, executive chairman & chief
investment officer, head of equities, Paul Xiradis.
And so we know Ausbil has been increasing its exposure to tech stocks, as well as buying shares in Qantas
((QAN)), Transurban ((TCL)), Ramsay Health Care ((RHC)) and Sonic Healthcare ((SHL)), while maintaining its
position in CSL ((CSL)).
The post-pandemic recovery story was further enlarged by a new position in OZ Minerals ((OZL)).
Ausbil still very much likes Goodman Group ((GMG)), plus has added exposure selectively to retailers JB Hi-Fi
((JBH)) and Super Retail ((SUL)).
One key underweight position mentioned is retail real estate.
****
UBS strategists responsible for the Model Portfolio in Australia have decided to stay overweight cyclicals and
the economic recovery story, but one can sense from reading in between the lines it’s a position that is losing
conviction.
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Just about every update from the team emphasises it is but a temporary view and investors are warned every
single time to keep an eye out for possible turning points.
The Portfolio has now reduced its Overweight exposure to banks.
New additions to the Portfolio include APA Group ((APA)), CSR ((CSR)), Sims ((SGM)), Woolworths and AGL
Energy while a rather long queue has been sold, including Breville Group, South32 ((S32)), Premier Investments
((PMV)), Challenger ((CGF)), TechnologyOne ((TNE)), IOOF Holdings ((IFL)), Sonic Healthcare, Fisher & Paykel
Healthcare ((FPH)), and Seek ((SEK)).
****
Mining analysts at JP Morgan have communicated their sector preferences as BHP Group ((BHP)), Rio Tinto,
IGO ((IGO)), St Barbara ((SGM)), and Gold Road Resources ((GOR)).
While analysts at Macquarie express caution towards most gold producers ahead of quarterly production
updates and the August reporting season.
Westgold Resources ((WGX)) is singled out as a Top Pick among junior gold stocks, because of its operational
leverage.
****
A recent update on small caps in Australia by Credit Suisse revealed the analysts are anticipating a volatile
year ahead for ASX listed minnows.
Selected favourites for the year ahead are Bapcor ((BAP)), Capitol Health ((CAJ)), Infomedia ((IFM)), Inghams
Group ((ING)), Seven Group Holdings ((SVW)), Tassal Group ((TGR)), and Xero ((XRO)).
JP Morgan’s preference continues to be with Corporate Travel Management ((CTD)) while it continues to
dislike Collection House ((CLH)).
****
The latest update on Wilsons’ Convictions revealed two stocks have been added to the short list in June: ARB
Corp ((ARB)) and Whispir ((WSP)).
Both joined Collins Foods ((CKF)), Nuchev ((NUC)), Integral Diagnostics ((IDX)), Telix Pharmaceuticals ((TLX)),
and ResMed ((RMD)) who all kept their inclusion on the Conviction List.
****
As has become a recent tradition, analysts at Bell Potter have lined up their specific favourites for each
segment of the Australian share market for the year ahead.
-Banks & general insurers: Macquarie Group ((MQG)), CommBank ((CBA)), MyState ((MYS));
-Financials: AMP, Janus Henderson ((JHG)), Pendal Group ((PDL)), Perpetual ((PPT)), Afterpay ((APT)), and Life
360 ((360));
-LICs: MFF Capital Investments ((MFF)), Magellan Global Trust ((MGG)), WCM Global Growth ((WQG));
-Agriculture and fast moving consumer goods (FMCG): Inghams Group ((ING)), Elders ((ELD)), and Rural Funds
Group ((RFF));
-Technology: Uniti Group ((UWL)), Infomedia, and PWR Holdings ((PWH));
-Discretionary retail & professional services: Temple & Webster ((TPW)), City Chic Collective ((CCX)), and IPH
Ltd ((IPH));
-Industrials: Carbon Revolution ((CBR)), Corporate Travel Management, Emeco Holdings ((EHL)), Johns Lyng
Group ((JLG)), Mader Group ((MAD)), and Rhipe ((RHP));
-Resources & Energy: Alpha HPA ((A4N)), Byron Energy ((BYE)), Comet Ridge ((COI)), Mincor Resources ((MCR)),
Nickel Mines ((NIC)), Pantoro ((PNR)), Regis Resources ((RRL)), Senex Energy ((SXY)), and Westgold Resources;
-Healthcare & Biotech: Mesoblast ((MSB)), Genetic Signature ((GSS)), Opthea ((OPT)), Oncosil Medical ((OSL)),
Avita Medical ((AVH)), and Volpara Health Technologies ((VHT));
-Emerging Companies: Pointsbet ((PBH)) and Resimac ((RMC)).
****
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In a similar fashion to Bell Potter, analysts at Canaccord have equally selected their Best Investment Ideas,
divided over Large caps, mid-caps and small cap stocks, but we’ll simply stick to sectors below.
Cyclicals
-Resources: BHP Group, Alumina Ltd ((AWC)), OZ Minerals, Iluka Resources ((ILU)), and Saracen Minerals
((SAR));
-Oil&Gas: Woodside Petroleum and Origin Energy ((ORG));
-Mining services: Perenti Global ((PRN));
-Banks: National Australia Bank ((NAB)) and Westpac ((WBC));
-Financials: Macquarie Group;
-Materials: Amcor ((AMC)), Boral ((BLD)) and Reliance Worldwide ((RWC));
-Consumer Discretionary: City Chic Collective ((CCX)) and Redbubble ((RBL));
Sensitives
-Industrials: Brambles ((BXB)) and Cleanaway Waste Management;
-Communication Services: Nine Entertainment ((NEC)), Macquarie Telecom ((MAQ)) and MNF Group;
-Info Tech: REA Group ((REA)) and NextDC ((NXT));
-Infrastructure: Transurban ((TCL)) and Atlas Arteria ((ALX));
-Utilities: AGL Energy ((AGL))
Defensives
-Consumer Staples: Treasury Wine Estates ((TWE));
-Wagering and Gaming: Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)), Tabcorp Holdings ((TAH)) and Betmakers Technology Group
((BET));
-Healthcare: CSL, Sonic Healthcare ((SHL)) and Ansell ((ANN));
Listed Property
AREITs: Scentre Group ((SCG)), Stockland ((SGP)), Goodman Group and Abacus Property Group ((ABP)).
FNArena Talks
-One of my recent interviews is now available as a podcast via Spark Your F.I.R.E. buff.ly/3j0A1Gm
-Webinars in September: CPA SMSF Discussion Group (16th) and Australian Shareholders Association (ASA) on
22nd
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions.)
P.S. I - All paying members at FNArena are being reminded they can set an email alert for my Rudi's View
stories. Go to My Alerts (top bar of the website) and tick the box in front of 'Rudi's View'. You will receive an
email alert every time a new Rudi's View story has been published on the website.
P.S. II - If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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